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DEDlCATlO
To VICTOR EMA UEL
In gratitude and admiration,
Here's for your emulation
A man of proper mind;
A friend in need did find ,
Nor drew off. proud and grand,
But turned a helping hand.

VICTOR EMANUEL

Herman J. R ebouleL ___ ________ Editor in Chief
C ha rles E. B rennan __________ Business Ma nager
Lowell C. Geo rge __________ A dve rtising Manager
Law rence Bentz ______________ _A ssociate Edilor
J oseph E. Keller ___ _A ssociate Business Manager
D . Herbert Abel_ _____________ _Facu lty A dvisor
J . F . Sanchcz ______________________ Art Ed itor
J ohn T. Conoboy _____ ___ ________ S ports Ed itor
J ohn F. Will_ __________________ Literary Editor
Joseph M. Unger _______________ _Organizalions
John A Retter ______________ ________ Calender
Will ia m H . Adam s ___________________ Calende r
Pau l McClella n ·- ____________________ _Seniors
Will ia m A. unn ______________ ________ J un iors
E dwin J . Yagow _______ __ __ Mili tary Department
W . H . Kappeler ------------- ______ S napshots
R obert J . O"Brien __ ___ ____ ______ __ ____ Hum or
R obert C. R enner ___ ______________ _A ccountant
j ohn_) . D anis _________ ___ ________ _Prep Edilor

r _ __
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This monument, Emanuel. child of generosity
Shall in turn be mother of countless thoughts
And ideals, conceived in her book-laden halls,
And going forth empowered to better mankind .

l 9]

In my dreams I see once more the old stone chapel
With its stately tower rising toward the sky.
I listen and hear the chimes
Go quavering over the town,
And out of this flower of time
Twelve petals are wafted down.

l
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An easy, pastoral scene ; the bells in rear
With sudden melody at times awake the ear
From the drowsy murmurs of students here.

[ 11)

Where science rirst dawned
on the powers of reAection,
And friendships were formed
too romantic to last .

l
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Frost's crystal brush here met the test
To paint Dame Nature at her best .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ u~l
[IJ]
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Softly \\'hispers the vagrant breeze,
tirring the leaves of the preading trees,
Peace in its oft cares e bringing
The S\\'eet blend of a college song.

[ 14]
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Reverend Bernard P. O'Reilly, S . M.

The year 1926-27 marks another step forward in the building of a Greater University of
Dayton. Not only has the student enrollment surpassed all previous records, but it has actually
taxed the capacity of present accommodations. Next year additional space will be required in
a ll departments to provide for even a normal increase in student body and faculty.
Alumni and friends of the Un iversity wi ll be p leased to learn that, thanks to the great interest
taken in the extension of the University by the Provincia l Administration of the Society of Mary,
and through the generosity of an Alumnus, the University will be ready in September amply to
provide for immediate future needs. Notre Dame Academy, located at Franklin and Ludlow
Streets, has been purchased by the Society of Mary and will open in September as a High School
for Dayton boys. The lecture rooms and laboratories vacated by the removal of the non-resident
High School Students will be available for College men. The new Albert Emanuel Library,
donated by Victor Emanuel, "15, wi ll be completed in September and with its spacious reading and
stack rooms wi ll compare favorably with the best college libraries of the country.
The University owes a deep debt of gratitude to the Provincial Administration of t he Society
of Mary and to Victor Emanuel and we are pleased to have this opportunity to thank them in the
na me of the Alumni, Faculty and Students. We hope that their example of generosity wi ll be
followed by others who will assist in supplying the University in the near future with the much
needed Gymnasium.
Bernard P. O"Reilly,
President.

[ 18]
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Reverend George

J.

Renneker, S. M.

The year 1926-1927 has been marked by academic progress and success. The increase in
enrollment was double the increase of recent years. Satisfacrnry scholarship largely determined
t he selection and promotion of students. The tone of the work and the cooperation of the students
with the faculty have been very commendable.
The erection of the Albert Emanuel Library and the conversion of St. Mary's Hall to administrative offices, lecture rooms and laboratories will guarantee further expansion and more
efficient work. The University of Dayton is thus in accord with other progressive educationa l
institutions in offering the opporcunities of higher and better intsruction to the ever-growing
number of men and women eager for a college education.
As a Catholic College, however, it aims finally at education in all its completeness, namely:
the harmonio11s development of the physical, intellectual and moral in man, and their direction
to-ward service to himself, his fellowman and his God. Whilst appealing to t he findings of reason
on this comprehensive view of education it also·· honors and transmits the saving knowledge, compelling principle and sublime idealism of God's revelation." That its students constantly and
generously imbibe this education, which a lone is true and complete, and strive ever to develop and
preserve it, is the sincere endeavor and hope of Alma Mater.
George J. Renneker, S.M.
Vice President

r 19 1
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Our Leaders in Thought
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In these capable hands are moulded the minds that are to go forth as young citizens and
determine the future thoughts, ideals and civilization of our growing nation.

[ 21 J
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The Albert Emanuel Library Committee
Bro. Bernard Schad
Bro. Francis Ruhlmann

Rev. Bernard P . O'Reilly
Rev. Francis J. Kunnecke
Bro. William). Wohllebcn

Extensive research into library facilities of the University of Dayton and
of other Universities was made by the Library Committee during the course
of the past scholastic year.
The ground plan of the new Albert Emanuel Library, which will be ready
for occupancy in the fall term of 1927, was accepted only after it hacl withstood
the most severe criticism and revision by this committee. Efficiency in the
circulation of books and in the preservation of order in the library together
with proper lighting and ventilation requirements were sought after most
diligently.
ot only has this committee been active in recommending details of the
structure, but it has also been instrumental in the further provisioning of the
library \\·ith books. A special function of this committee was delegated to the
Rev . John C Gunzelman, Head of the Department of English. This function
is to ecure an endowment fund for the purpose of providing books and periodicals.
The efficiency, the comfort and the service which the students will derive
from the use of the new Albert Emanuel library will be in great part due to the
activities of the Library Committee.

[ 22]
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With a steady swing and an open brow
We have tramped the ways together,
But we're clasping hands at the crossroads now
In the Fiend's own night for weather;
And whether we bleed or whether we smile
l n the leagues that lie before us,
The ways of life are many a mile
And the dark of Fate is o'er u
Here's luck 1
And a cheer for the dark before us'
You to the left and I to the right,
For the ways of men must sever
And it well may be for a day and a night
And it well may be forever'
But whether we live or whether we die
(For the end is past our knowing.) ,
Here's t°"·o frank hearts and the open sky,
Be a fair or an ill wind blowing.
Here's luck!
In the teeth of all winds blowing.
- Richard Hovey.

( 25
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YAGOW, Pres.

BELAN ICH. Vice Pres.

REBOULET. Secy.

CABRI HA. Treas.

History of the Class of 1927
Soon we will be leaving the halls of our beloved University to embark on
the ship of Life. Some of us may never return to view again the campus we
know so well while others are certain to come back and rene\\' acquaintances and
friend hips made in previous years. Certain it is that none of us will ever
forget the pleasant years we have spent in improving our education within the
walls of dear old U . D. The years have passed rapidly ; so rapidly, in fact, that
it seems but a few weeks ago when we made our first appearance on the
campus, filled with anticipation and with a certain amount of awe for the
seniors who were ever present among us.
Despite the fact that these years have passed so rapidly, there are many
incidents that have disappeared into the mists of forgetfulness. Some of our
class fell b the wayside but the majority survived.
Our second year was much the same as the first . During this year we
followed eagerly the progress of the new tadium and made many wonderful
predictions of our future successes in athletics. By June the structure was
nearly complete and we went home looking forward to its dedication next year.
Truly our third year was a banner year. The Stadium was duly dedicated
and the successes accomplished in it are a matter of another history. The
other athletic teams came through with colors nying and ' ithout too much
boasting we say that our class furnished an integral portion of each team.
This is our final year and we say it with a mixture of sadness and foreboding.
one of us know what the future holds in store for us. The present
year has been a riot of hard work and play. We have done both with zest and
feel the better for it. We must now begin to lay plans for our future life. Whatever any of us do, it will be done with the same enthusiasm, the same ability,
and the same spirit that has been shown in our work during the past years. There
will be some from our midst whose lights will shine out, mute evidence of the
worth of our able faculty. Others may do nothing to gain fame, but be they
famous or mediocre, every member of the Class of 1927 may be relied upon to
be a loyal supporter of any undertakings that the officials of this University
may decide to carry out.
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WILLIAM H. ADAMS,
"Bill"

Jr.

Zanesville, Ohio

Bill is an enthusiastic worker and a good
mixer. We are all with Bill and wish him the
best of luck , and we are hoping that he will
manage the family (?) as well as he did the
track team.

HERMAN D. ARNOVITZ
··Herm"'

He works hard. He plays hard. He is the
essence of good fellowship. These are the
necessary requisites for success in any endeavor, and much more so in the game of life .

Civil Engineering-Track Manager; intramural Manager ; Daytonian Staff; A . S. C. E .;_
Academia; Engineers Club.

College of Law-Varsity Law Club.

WALTER T. K. ACHIU
·sneeze"

Dayton, Ohio

ROBERT ) . BABB

Honolulu, Hawaji

Walter has been one of our most ver~afi l e
and proficient athlet:es. He has brought
much fame to U. D., as a member of the
Flyer Football team, was deadly with the
club in the diamond pastime, and was a ten
second man in the hundred. Good work
Sneeze.
Electrical Engineering- Football, '22, ·23,
"24, '25; Baseball, '23, "24, "25; Track, "24 '25,
Captain, "26; Football trainer, "26; Assistant
track coach; Monogram Club; Engineers Club

.. Bob"'

Mexico City

Bob 'Wore a razor blade in his shoe to a
dance one night, possibly to repair any
broken fuses. As an electrician he believes in
preparedness.
Electrical Engineering-Tennis, "26, '27;
Spanish American Club, Vice-President; Officers Club; Engineers Club; 2nd Lieut 0. R. C

r 21 r
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CHARLES

J.

BRE NA

"Charlie"

\VALTER
"Walt"

Dayton, Ohio

J.

BUCHER
Dayton. Ohio

'Walt" never made a whole lot of noise
going about his many and various duties. In
fact , without seeing h im e nc would never
now he was about. Most outstanding was
hi ' captaincy of the rifle team on which h e
was .. cracl "' shot.

I !ere is a la J who combines a resistless,
friendly pirit with a jovia l disposition and

pleasing manner.
p to hi neck in constant
work, he manages to keep a big smile on
the part that docs stick out.

Commerce and Finance- Bt1siness Mgr. ,
Daytonian, Secretary of the Law College; Com merce Clttb ; Academia; Senior Farewell Commillee

Commerce and Finance- Commerce Club; 2nd.,
Lieutenant 0. I~
Rifle Team, '25, Captain
'27.

FR '\1 K C. BELr\N IC l I
"Box .. (car)

.. Box" was<\ four year tower of strength to
the Flyer eleven which he captained last fall.
I lis line , (not scrimmage) which went over
big with blonde. . would undoubtedly have
swayed many a jury had he taken law.

FREDER I K \V. BER ER
"Fritz"

Cleveland , Ohio

D ayton, Ohio

His g reatest asset i his pink complexion ,
which coupled with na wra l a bility, will put
him out in front before man y years have
passed . 1 cvcrthclcss he isn't taking any
chance for he is goi ng to school again next
year. Good luck, Fritz!

Commerce and Finance- Football, '23 , '2-!, '25;
Captain, '26. Baseball , '25, '27. Monogram
Club, Vice- President; Commerce Club ; VicePresident Senior Class ; Academia, VicePresident; Senior Farewell Committee.

Chemical Engineering- Engineers Club.
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WILLI AM H. CARMODY

WILLIAM P. CAROLA
'Bill"

Richmond Hill,

"Can11"

. Y.

Carm just can't stay away from Springfield. As a result the Monday and Tuesday
of each week is spent in catching up lost sleep
at the expense of engineering.
ever mind ,
Bill. you won't have so far to go next year.

Ever since Bill's best girl went away to
school it has been a case of from .. neck to
neck." Tough breaks, Bill, but don"t mind.
They a ll come back.
Electrical Engineering-Basketball, '24, ·25,
'26, '27; Track, '26; Football Dance Cammi/lee;

Chemical Engineering- Academia; Engineers
Ci'ub; Officers ClL1b; 2nd Lieut. 0. R. C

Monogram Club; Officers Club; Engineers
Club; 2nd Lieut. 0. R. C,

ST CABRINHA

RAYMO D C:AULFIELD
''Dode"

"Cabby"

Piqua, Ohio

Hilo, Hawaii

Much of the credit for a successful football
season must go to Cabby, for he has been one
of the mainstays of the team. Furthermore
as captain of the track team he will do more
big t hings for U. of D.

A laugh is worth a hundred groans in any
market. So the saying goes, and Dode must
have known it for he use~ it at it, face va lue.
1t must be this attitude of Dode's that makes
of him the fine scholar and ath lete.

Civil Engineering- Football, '24, '25, '26 ;
Track, "26, Capl. '27; Officers Club, President;
Monogram Club; A. S. C. E.; Engineers Club;
2nd Lieu.I. 0 R. C.

College of Law-Football, '22, '23, "24, '25;
Baseball, '23, '24, "25, '26; Track, '26; Monogram Club.

l

Springfield. Ohio
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CO A

J. DOYLE

'Tomato"

ANTONIO M.

Dayton, Ohio

"George"

OB!AN
Mexico City

The only day that Coke was early to class
was once when the class preceeding it had
been called off and he had no other place to
pend his time. Nevertheless he has been in
time to make quite a name for himself, in
class and on the field.

George doc n·t talk much but when he
gets started it sounds like a andstorm on a
tin roof.
ever mind, George, you may be a
great Mexican General some day, but in the
meantime you'll have to be satisfied with being just a good engineer.

Civil Engineering- Football, '22, '23, '24,
'26; Basketball, '23, ·24, ·25, '26;- AS. C. E.;
Engineers Club; Monogram Club; 2nd Lieut.
0 . R . C.; "D" Dance Committee.

Electrical Engineering Spartish American Club.

LOWELL C. GEORGE
"Ott"

i.

Engineers Club;

JOHN T. CONOBOY
'· Inky"

orth Star, Ohio

"Ott" can't go wrong when he gets out to
battle the world because of his-uncanny knack
of getting things done. Though he is graduating he will be seen often around Dayton
(Linwood Avenue) after June.

Cleveland , Ohio

Though little, a man of mighty energy and
copious achievements is .. Inky.'· He is our
nominee for the Hall of Fame for he did not
try out for the five mile run, and did not
study one hour of law in spite of his devotion
to some of its devotees.

Commerce and Finance- Football Dance
Chairman ; Senior Farewell Chairman; Manager-Basketball; Advertising Manager-Daytonian ;
Academia Publicity Director; U. D. News
Staff; Commerce Club.

Track , '26, '27; Football Manager; Commerce
Club; Senior Farewell ommillee ; News Service; Editor-in-chief U. D. News ; Sport Editor
·· Daytonian;" Little Theatre Club.

[ 30 l
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I
BE JAMI

I

DAVID HEBERER

I !OR

Dayton, Ohio

·oavc"

Dayton, Ohio

'Ben"

Ben, we arc told, is quite proficient with
the bicycle. If he had not elected to take up
law as his life work, we are more Lhan certain
that he would have made good in the an of
cycling. However, Ben would be a success in

Pupil, student, scholar.
gentleman. Dave lives up
said of him, and it is this
that will carry him far in

any field.

Law Club

An officer and a
to everything nice
force of character
the battle of life.

College of Law-Cabtain 0. R. C.; Varsity

College of Law-Varsity Law Club.

OSCAR
'Ossie"

JOH

J. HOLLENBACH
Chicago, Ill.

HERKE HOFF

Minster, Ohio

"Herk"

Work and worry had no place in "Ossie's..
makeup. He was as much at home in a .. collegiate" Ford as in the largest Packard, handling both with equal skill. Flashes of genius
showed veiled seriou ncss that is bound to
predominaLc in later life.

Herk is a bear with the ladies but to us he's
just a little dear. We always did say that
Herk would make a beautiful parlor ornament, hi hair is just too darling for words.
Mechanical

Engineering- Academia;

gineers Club; Band 'H, '25, '26.

Commerce and Finance-Commerce Club.
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ROLAND H.

J 01-1

'' Ro lly"

SON

R USSELL LANE

Miamisburg, Ohio

R olly is a commuter from Miami burg.
We s incerely hope that his ancient Ford holds
together rill the end of the year. We will be
reminded of Rolly every time we pass a junk
yard.
Civil Engineering- A. S. C. E; En15ineers
Club; 2nd Lieut. 0. R. C.

EUGENE E.
"Huggy"

We are looking forward to big things from
Rus, who with his wonderful education at
Brown and at Heidelberg, has quite a start
on the road to succes as a lawyer.
College of Law-Varsity Law Club.

JOSEPH L. LA!R
Daywn, Ohio
The saying goes t hat till water runs deep.
Of such a type is Joe, for although not so
much for words he is a real student with high
ideals. We need more like you, Joe.

Civil Engineering-Prep Coach, '25, '26, '27;
U. D. News Staff; A. S. C. £. ; Engineers Club,
President.

J

Wilberforce, Ohio

Cleveland, Ohio

.. Huggy" is a living ex-ample of a mighty.little man for what he lacks in stature he
possesses courage and ability. Under his
careful guidance the Prep teams have shown
power that places them on a par with the
best high school teams in the state.

l

"Rus"

College of Law-Varsity Law Club.
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LOUIS W. MAKLEY

PAUL P . McCLELLAN
"Mac"

Dayton, Ohio

Dayton, Ohio

If you think that the Bata llion Adjutant's
job is a n easy on e ju t ask Mac about it .
Then with band and ba eball he is kept on
the jump most of the time.

Lou isn't to be blamed for his love of radio .
It is easy to understand the thrill of listening
to some friend away off in no where talking
10 you especia lly wh<:'n it co't
absolutely
nothing.

Chemical Engineering- Manager Baseball ;
Day tonian Staff; Engineers Club, Band lub,
President, ·27; Officers Club ; Band; 2nd
Lieut. 0 . R. C.

Electrical Engineering-Engineers Cl11b ; Exponent Club ; 2nd Lieut. 0. R. C.

VALENT I E C. LEHMAN
"Buzz"

ROBERT T. MOORE
"Tex"

H a mil ron, Ohio

One of Ham ilton ·s most persistent commuters. is Buzz. We can't remember when
he forgot to make his weekly call on the old
home town. and though we would not venture
an opinion. we ha ve our own ideas as to the
reason.

San Antonio , Texas

Tex comes from the wide open spaces where
the long, lea n . lanky pitchers grow. Once in
a while he gives birth to a n idea cut it certainly is a tough process. They.II come oftener
with practice Tex.
Civil Engineering- A. S . C. £.:Baseball. ·27,
Engineers Club.

M echanical Engineering- Engineers Club.
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MI CHAEL

FRANK E . O'BRIE

ORRIS

"Mike"

Denver, Col.

" Obie"

Dayton, Ohio

H e rose high above h is sorrows; he saw the
sun hine through the clouds. Mike i going
to make them a ll sit up and take notice one o f
these day . Good luck, M ike.

Obie is a beefy footba ll man . H e is also
good at telling stories of the "fish va riety ...
When he gets sta rted he is as u red of a good
a udience for h is stories have a certa in zip
tha t is irrestible.

College of Law-I st Lieut. 0 . R . C. ; Vars ity
Law Club.

E lectrical E ngineering-Football, '24, '25,
,26; Ba eba ll, '26; Track , '25; M onogram
Club; A cddemia, Treasurer; Engineers Club.

CHARLES E.
" Al"

EUGENE }.

AHN
" Gene"

Dayton, Ohio

You just couldn't help but like" Al. "

P a inesvi lle, Ohio

H is piri t of discernment is t he most rare
thing in this world. It is much mo re necessa ry
to possess the penetra tion to discern who is a
fool t han to d iscover who is a clever ma n.

He

presen ted a neat appea rance on a ll occasions
and would make a typical model for a "well
dressed college man" advertisemen t.
Commerce and F inance A cademia Club.

OL'

College of Law- U. D. News S taff; Exponent S taff; A cadem ia ; Varsity L aw Club; S enior
Farewell Committee.

Commerce Club ;
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CHARLES P. PFARRER
"Charlie ..

Spain

"Andy ..

Andy is a quiet, retiring, gentlemanly sort
of fellow. 1 le doesn"t ta lk a great deal but
those who know him best tell us that he is
quite an entertai ner.
M echanical Engineering Spanish American Club.

Engineers Club ;

Dayton, Ohio

Charlie ha been a mighty busy man t his
~-car with arts work in the day school and
law at night. Still he has enough time to
excel in a ll his studies and was a lways ou t
there battling with the football team. Good
wo rk, Cha rlie.
College of La1 Football, '23, '24, '25, '26;
Track '26; Senior Farewell Committee; Varsity
Law Club; M ilitary Prom Committee; Officers
Club; 2nd Lieut. 0 . R. C.

FR

HERMAN ) . REBOULE T

K P . PETTI GER

Dayton, Ohio

Dyersville, Ia.

Ribs is the real secretary. H e has u cd
reams of paper writing up minutes of class
meetings and the like. ) u t now he is directing hi efforts towards making t he Daytonian
bigger a nd better.

Zip is also something of a jokester. We
heard it a id that he was t he originator of t he
phrase, .. the first liar never has a chance ...

" Ribs ..

Chemical E ngineering- Editor-in-Chief Daytonian; Secretary Senior Class; Academia,
Secretary; Football Dance Committee; E ngineers
Club ; 2nd Lieut . 0. R. C.

[ 35 J

This of cour e docs not apply to h im elf.
Electrical Engineering- Football, '24, ·z5.
'26; T rack, '24, ·25 '26, '27; Senior Farewell
Commillee; Officers Club, Vice- President; Monogram Club; Engineers Club; 2nd Lieut, 0. R . C,

JOHN
"]awn"

A RETTER

ROBERT C. RENNER
"Sue··

Dayton, Ohio

The most difficult accounting problems,
the hardest auditing cases all find easy
olutions at .. Sue· .. hand . Even if figures
can't talk Bob makes sure that they don't
lie.

The civil engineers arc the best in the
school. .Jawn say o himself and he spends
hours upholding his views. He hils not proved
it definitely to the .. chemicals" as yet.
Civil Engineering-A. S. C. E.; Engineers
Club; Academia; Daytonian Staff; 2nd Lieut.

0. R.

Dayton, Ohio

Cqmmerce and Finance- Football Dances
Committee ; Senior FareV)!Jll Committee; Daylqttian Staff; Comrnerce Cli~b ; 2nd Lieut. 0 R.
C.; Academia Club.

c.

) . FUENTES SA CHEZ
MAX ROLLN ICK
"Max"

··Sheik..

Dayton, Ohio

Mexico City

Do you like the art work in this book? If
o give credit to Sanch. He can do wonders
with the brush and paint. We wonder why
he didn't take it up as his life work.

His essence is law and romance, mostly
romance. Ncverrhelcss, leaving all lightness
aside, Max is among the topnotchers when it
comes to thaL in which he is most interested,
his Law.

Civil Engineering-A. S. C. £. Spanish
American ClLib, President; Engineers Club;
Daytonian Staff.

College of Law-Varsity Law Club.
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RICHARD D . SNELLING
"Esch"

WALTER T. STEPHANS

Cleveland, Ohio

"Steve"

An athlete par excellence, an average
student and the best of friends- that's Dick.
We're pulling for his success when he hits the
rails for Washing ton and the big leagues in
June.

Dayton , Ohio

Steve is quite well known among the
.. chemicals" for his research in methods of
analysis. His best is "Qualitative Analysis by
Taste... It works very well according to
.. Steve... Luckily he never tested a cyanide.

Commerce and Finance-Football, '23, 24,
'25, '26, Basketball , '24, '25 '26, '27 ~ Baseba7l ,
'24, ·25, '26, Captain, ·2v; Co171merce Cflub .

Chemical Engineering- Engineers Club.

I ""iil •
RUSSEL H. S BOT

'f
" Prof"

.. Hal "
Dayton, Ohio

LAWRENOE H STEMBER
Corning, Ohio

Boom - De - De - adah - Boom - Boom, and
··La rry ·· comes strutting along ahead of the
band. He sure could "shake that thing" too,
(meaning the baton. ) Orum Major was only
one of the many positions this likeable chap
held.

Prof gets the name from_the fact· that he is
teacher of physical education at the Dayton
Turners. We know that he has a fine job
because we know some of his fair pupils. It
is not for all to be so fortunate , and we hope

Commerce and Finance- President Commerce
Club; Editor-in-chief Exponent; Drum Majer;
Senior Farewell Committee; Football Dances
Committee; Academia; Band Club; 2nd Lieut .
0. R. C.

Prof fully appreciates his possibilities.
Natural Science.
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LOUIS G. STUHLEREHER
"Omar"

FERNA DO DEL R . TORRES

Detroit, Mich.

"Omar" is an exa mple of what a law cour e
will do to a civil engineer. WiLh his size,
personality, and knowledge of the law he
would make an ideal policeman. And oh!
what a line that man can dish out.
Civil Engineering-Academia; A. S. C. £.;
Engineers Club; 211d Lieut. 0. R. C.

"Fern"

In all the years that Fern has attended this
school we cannot remember one time when
he came to cla s with a colored shirt on. He
seems rn prefer white. I r's nice to have one
member of the class cleaned up during class
hol.lrS. Thanks Fern.
/\IJechanical E11gineering-Engineers Club;
panish-Ameri.can Club, Treasurer.

11
CHARLES E. T YLOR
"Chins"

Torreon Coah, Mexico

I·
AUBREY

J.

SiROSNIDER
Sidney, Ohio

Dayton, Ohio

"Gu , "' though constantly trailed by an
army of female followers, managed to hold
up with the leaders of th'e clas through all
four years- and oh! how that boy could p lay
football.

Chins is always in Lhere battling, whether
in class or on the ath letic field. With his
experience as engineer for the City we are
expecting big things fr m Ed in his cho en
profession.

Commerce and Fi11ance- Football, '23, '24,
'25, '26; Monogram Club; Commerce Club;
2nd Lieutenant, 0. R . C.; "D" Dance Committee; Senior Farewell Committee.

Civil Engineering-Baseball, '2 5, '26; O.fficers
Club; Engineers Club; A. S. C. E.; 2nd Liwt.
0 . R. C.
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RICHARD L. W!THROW

HAROLD F. THOMAS
"Tom"

Dayton, Ohio

Tom is another radio bug and can be
found any time in the radio lab listening to
the far-off stations chirping their messages
back and forth.

Electrical Engineering - Engineers Club;
Track Team '24, '26, ·27; 2nd Lieut. 0. R. C.

"Dick"

College of Law-Varsity Law Club; Football,
·21.

JOHN WALIUSZIS

JOSEPH M. U GER
"Joe"

Dayton, Ohio

Dick was with us back in ·22 when he
graduaLed from the engineering department.
As things now stand, he has the happy combination of being lawyer, engineer, newspaper man. Good luck at them all, Dick.

Dayton, Ohio

joe·s distinguishing characteristic is to let
the other man talk. He spends little time in
conversation but when he does open up we
know that what he says is reliable (provided
the seniors don"t hear him.)
Civil Engineering-Daytonian Staff; Senior
Farewell Committee; Football Dance Committee;
A. S. C. E.; Academia; Engineers Club; 2nd
Lieut. 0. R. C.
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''Boot"

Dayton, Ohio

Boot minds his own business to perfection
and so we have not delved very deeply into
his extra curricular activities. He spends
most of his time in some unknown occupation
in the wilds of North Dayton.

Chemical Engineering-Engineers Club.

HENRY WOLF
" Hennie ..

Dayton, Ohio

l n .. H ennie" you find

the mixture of
virtues that is found in all intelligent men.
P ossessed of a superior intellect he is a lways
ready to give advice and is indeed a true
classmate.
Commerce and Finance-Commerce Club.

EDWIN J. YAGOW
"Eddie..

Bea rdstown. Ill .

From this list of activities you can readi ly
see that Eddie has been busy, but nevertheless
he has had time to do good work in his classes
Mechanical E ngineering-Football, ·23, '24,
25, '26; Track, '26, '27; Class President, '26,
· 27 ; Monogram Club, President ; Engineers
Club ; Officers Club ; Daytonian Staff; U. D.
News Staff; Exponent Staff; Academia; Cadet
Major; 2nd Lieut. 0 . R. C.
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FRESHMEN
Ye Freshmen who would make your mark
(a goodly thing to do)
Do not, through confidence, bite off
too much for you to chew ;
But rather ape the elephant,
and tread his path to fa me:
That creature has no wings at a ll,
but gets there just t he sam e.
- Harvard Advocate.

SOPHOMORES
So the Freshmen aped and bored him ,
And the m a idens a ll adored him,
Dancing in the m ystic moonlight in their gay aesthetic moods ;
While he sang the m erry rondeau,
Still a-thrumming on his banjo,
As he poised himself artistic in his graceful attitudes.
-Nassau Literary

JUNIORS
The storms of boyhood's age are past,
Youth's doubts a n d fears away are cast ,
And budding m a nhood blooms at last,
In Junior Year.
- Cornell Era.
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McGARRY, Pres.

o·co

DEBESES, V.-Pres.

NOR, Sec·y

MARZLUFT, Treas.

History of the Class of 1928
In 1924 a group of very haughty Freshmen entered t he portals of the
University of Dayton for the first t ime. We were endowed with brains and
dedicated to the proposition that the ratio af Freshman to Sophomores was
two to one. From t he very start we displayed more "pep" and energy than
any other Freshman class, quickly became acquainted with college ways, and
could carry on secret conversation in corridors as adroitly as Seniors.
The highmarks in class a nd the honor won in the oratorical contest revealed
that we were talented . Three mem bers held leading parts in "Seventeen" and
at least four starred in major sports.
As dignified Sophomores we returned in 1925, but not too d ign ified to lose
any of our "pep," a nd finished the year with much greater speed t han was
anticipated . There were some new students, it is true, but ou r enrollment had
dropped to 110. And so time went on, and th e work that faced the class was
met with a will ; but generally speak ing it was the old friendship or a n unforgotten fight that h ad to be renewed .
As variety is the spice of life, we decided to be spicy, and displayed a great
dea l of litera ry initia tive by ed iting t h e U. D . News. W e ext ended the scope of
our athletics to track, tennis, golf and riAe tea ms. During this yea r we were
instrumental in producing "East Is West," "Three Wise Fools," and "The
Goose H a ngs High ," R eally we were beginning to find ourselves n eeded at the
University o f Dayton, a n d facu lty and students al ike fraternized with us .
Perhaps yes' perhaps no' b ut in a ll probability the Juniors of today will be
the biggest a nd best Senior class ever. Needless to say we are again mani festing
our prowess by having the distinction of ed iting the Exponent, of contributing
to the U D . News, a nd of being the proud leaders of the C. S M. C., t he Comm erce C lu b, and the American Society of Civil Engineers. When a better
Senior C lass was wanted at the University of Dayton the Freshmen of 1924
certainly laid the foundation for one.
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WILCOX, Pres.

CRUSH, V.-Pres.

MAC KLI N, Sec'y

COSTELLO, T rcas.

History of the Class of 1929
The passage of three short months, cha nged the F reshma n Cl ass o f 1926,
into t he Sophomo re C lass of 1927.
O n Sept em ber 16, 180 So phomores enro ll ed a t t h e Uni vers ity fo r t heir
second yea r o f coll eg iate work. A few of the F reshma n class of the p rev ious
year, were lost d uring the summ er vacation bu t new arriva ls a ugm ented th e
roll-ca ll.
T he m en e lected to guide the destinies of t he Sophomore class were:
Pat rick Wilcox of C hatta nooga, T enn ., P res. ; H owa rd E. C rush of C incinnati,
Vice-presiden t; D av id F. Cost ello of Indian apolis, Treasurer ; a nd F ra nk J.
M acklin , J r., o f Columbus, Ohio, Secret a ry. The success of t he activ it ies of
the Sophomo re cl ass during t h e yea r is d irectly traceable to their counse l a nd
guida nce.
T he quest ion of m aking t he F reshmen feel at home a nd showing t hem their
p laces was ha nd led in a n extrem ely satisfactor y m a nner to a ll bu t t he F reshmen. To t he class of ·29 goes the honor of securing t he first real representat ive
caps and it is hoped tha t the ir exam ple will be followed in t he future.

I I

Football was the unending t opic of d iscussion d ur ing the first q ua rter, a nd
t he Freshman team , which had been t he Va rs ity practice m a t eria l of last year,
b lossom ed fo rt h as varsity m en o f this yea r. No sm a ll pa rt of t he success of
the varsity foo t ba ll t eam , can be attribu ted to t he work of t he sophomore
m em bers of t h e squ ad.
Wi t h t he coming of win ter, basketba ll supp lan ted footba ll as t he chi ef
topic of conversation. T he m em bers of t he Freshma n t eam of t he previous
yea r s howed t he resul ts of t heir wor k and placed n ine m en on t h e Varsity court
squad, and had ehough stars left to make a good showing in t he In tra-Mu ra [
L eague.
T he L ittl e T heatre C lub depended u pon t he Sophom ore class fo r a g rea t
deal of t heir ta lent and t hey were n ot d isappoin ted .
. Whil e at t he t ime of writing the baseba ll t eam has not gotten under way,
the n um ber of ca nd idat es turning out from the Sophomore cl ass is equa l t o tha t
o f a n y othe r c lass.
T he outlook for 1928 is very b right considering t he num ber of Sophmores
available fo r t he va rious activi ties.
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COSTELLO, Pres.

MARSHALL. V.-Pres.

GREEN, Sec' y

REILING, Treas.

History of the Class of 1930
With the opening of the school doors of the University of Dayton in
September, 1926, the first page in the history of the Freshman class was written.
The spirit of eagerness a nd earnestness prevailing on the campus that first day
has in no way weakened with the cl osing of the yea r.
Gradually, as the winter months came on, events in the Freshman Class
began m oving in a business-like m anner . First in order was the night of the
Freshman hazing, that n ever to be forgotten time when the Sophomores impressed deeply on them that they were.
. only Freshman. Ohl Freshma n ,
will you ever fo rget that night ?- the yelling, the cheering and-that long line of
paddles?
When the call for Freshman football candidates was sounded there came a
response which was indeed a tribute to t he Frosh Class. Many a future va rsity
athlete answered that call; athletes in every sense of the word . The spirit of
hard work, of patience, of perseverance never lagged throughout t he season .
That same response was given to the ca ll for basket ba ll candidates. The
work of the Frosh on the basket cou rt was rea l credit to them and t o the University of Dayton
As a whole the a thletic activ ities of the Freshman Class of 1926 were a huge
success, n ot onl y from the point of v iew of v ictor ies, but in actual athletic
ability shown by every m ember of the football and basket ball squads. The
won der ful spirit which actuated every man was due to the untiring efforts of
th eir coach, Louis A. Mahrt.
The Fresr.rr.en have their Sodalities organized a nd are moving a head ,
step by step, all in ph ases of sociality work. Great interest is being shown by
them in th is li ne of activ ity at the University
At a meeting h eld in January, the Freshmen chose as their leaders the
following men who a re vitally interested in the advancem ent and the honor and
glory of the U D.:
Maurice ) . Costello, Pres.
William Green, Sec'y

Francis Marsha ll , Vice-Pres.
Walter A. Reiling, Treas.

It is with hig h hopes of m any h appy and successfu l days at the Un iversity
of Dayton, th at the first chapter of our history is c losed.
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Our Own "Daddy" Rush
His cheering words, his kindly smiles
Have brightened the paths, have shortened the miles
That students for years on the campus have trod
In their quest for culture, for learning, for God.
His prayers are the sesame opening wide
The portals of trial for the scholar outside;
His fatherly interest will heighten the store
Of affection that's held for him evermore.
May his days with us all never come to an end
May we a lways remember the students' true friend
The one whose mere presence is met with a hush
Of loving expectancy: Our Daddy Rush .
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Every~movement has its center. Here you see the power behind the U D .
athletic machine that is fast becoming a juggernaut to opponents. In this
center was born the determination to put Dayton on the athletic map; here was
conceived the idea of the stadium; here is decided all matters of policy.
Their work for Dayton U is by nature somewhat obscure, but it is there
just the same,. Dayton's success this year is their monument.
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JOHN G. BODIE, Athletic Director
HARRY C BAUJ AN
ARTHUR (Dutch) BERGMAN
Football, Basketball, Baseball
Football, Track, Intramural

Our three busy B's, whose efforts are bringing the special bra nd of athletic
honey manufactured in the Dayton hive before the world . Teamwork and
cooperation, taught by Harry and Dutch to their players, and by Brother Bodie
to the student-body, is the secret of their successes won thus far. And for the
future there is no better augury than this same splendid cooperation. They
have given us a splend id year.
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MORALE
By Grantland Rice
Falling a nd rising, stumbling and groping,
However weary;
Driving on upward, dreaming and hoping,
l-IO\yever dreary,
Where life is blackest and wild storms are beating
Upon the raw soul ;
But there is a will out beyond a ll defeatingOn , on to the goal.
Floundering, reeling, but u p and still fighting
Through struggle and sorrow,
Where fa iths are wraiths in the dark, sullen blighting
Of each new tomorrow;
Fate at the throat with its iron hand gripping
And taking its toll
Through the bleak bi tterness, flounde ring, t rippingOn, on to the goal.

I
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Front row: Donisi, H a milton. Henne, Comolli , Houghtailing, Garland, Costello, Baumann. Second row: Baujan, Gallagher, C rush , Finn, H. Hart , Yagow .
Stronsnider, Capt. Belanich, Cabrinha , Hipa, Debesis, Spencer, McGarry, Snelling, Robello. Third row: W ilcox, Swan, N unn, D oyle, Tancred, Lang,
Bakos, Sharpenter, A. H a rt , Scott. Duff, Buchard , Pfarrer, Murphy, McDermott, M arzlu ft. Bergma n.
Fourth row· Blake. R eynolds. H enderson,
O'Brien, Macklin, O'Connell , Kerner, Conoboy, Grace, Pettinger, Boeke, Kenda ll, McClear, Dehle r.
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ec-~MA~ ,~

-

_.....,fsAuJA l'l
C:QAC:H

1

AS'S T COACH.

BE:LAN ICl-4
c:......... T.

Mc:G:.-A~~y
CAPT'z.7

FOOTBALL BOARD OF STRATEGY
Bauj an, Coach

Bergm a n, Coach
Belanich , Captain

McGarry, Captain-elect

Conoboy, Manager

Words a re too lim ited in character to express th e full appreciation to t he
above five men for t h eir excellen t work in contributing to t h e success of t h e
Flyers during the past fa ll campaign .

[ 6 1]

They Have Played Their Last Game
When the last cheer echoed across the Stadiu m and the fin al strains of
t he col lege songs d ied away in the early evening darkness, twelve University of
Dayton football players walked from t he dressing room after shelving their
uniforms for the last time.
After wearing the Red and Blue for a period of years, these lads played the
last game of their college career against the powerfu l Quantico Marines. T h ese
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men have seen the athletic department grow from a mediocre organization into
the one that truly becomes the worth of a n institution that has long been the
pride of Day ton
They have played an important part in this growth, for upon thei r ability
and qualities of sportsmanship depended the victories with which they have
often been glorified. However, it was in the ir infrequent defeats tha t they more
especiall y exemplifi ed the good that they had learned from footba ll as students
and athletes
Good luck, boys, and best wishes.
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DAYTON DAILY NEWS
SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 26, 1926

U. of D. Eleven Scores 41-0 Victory over Bowling Green
Flyers Meet Initial
Test of Campaign ln
Satisfactory Manner

that there will be no member of the "first
string team" that cannot be spared .

Baujan-Bergman machine is letter
perfect on defense- Cabrinha and
Swan Star on offense

I,

,1

I

l

The University of Dayton scored a very
satisfactory victory Saturday afternoon at the
U. D. stadium when it overwhelmed the
Bowling Green eleven 41-0, in the first game
of the season.
The game, apparently d esigned for a t est of
the material which will be called upon to meet
some of the best teams of the country this fall.
should have proven very pleasing to coaches
Baujan and Bergman and the fans who braved
the wet and slimy weather.
Weak points showed up on the R ed and
Blue squad which could be expected at thi s
st age of the season , but as a whole the men
worked in great harmony and gave every
indication of being as strong, if not stronger,
than the winning outfit that represented the
Dayton school last fo ll.
D efensively the Flyers a re close to letter
perfect. It was sweet to watch the forward
wall in m eeting an attack and the first and
second string backfield left little to be desired
in the manner in which they stopped al 1
runners who passed the scrimmage line.
The University of Dayton offense was given
little opportunity to show just how good it is
for Bowling Green, while rutting up a game
front, was too fa r outclassed to give it a test.
The U. D . backs ga ined whenever the
occasion seemed necessary and this without
the aid of the forward pass, which meant so
much to the boys last year.
Baujan a nd Bergman elected to give about
everyone on the squad a workout and as a
result the score was not as great as it cou ld
have been. The plan did prove, however,
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Swan, who is with Varsity for the first time
this season , lived up to all expectations. The
H awaiian is fleet of foot, a natural born ball
carrier through an open field, and kicks with a
certainty that makes him valuable if fo r that
reason only.
The Flyers will look more to Cabrinha t hi s
year than ever before for he supplies a n eed in
the backfield that is quite evident. His long
runs, dashing st y le of play and tackling should
bring him much glory before many games a re
history.
Belanich, who shoulders the responsibility
of captain this yea r, was among the starter s
a nd a lso gave an excellent account of himself.
Belanich can be looked to for great things at
his tackle j ob.
It was Belanich who blocked L eitman· s
punt in the first q uarter, which led to a recovery by Debesis and the first scoring for the
Dayton team. The R ed and Blue captain also
broke up the only rally by Bowling Green,
when he broke through the line just after
entering the game and played hob with the
visitor's ball carrying.
Suffici ent to say of t he other players, they
kept the U. of D . goal line in the stadium
uncrossed, thus getting a good start in keeping
the record left them by the team last year.
Bowling Green's Season Record
Bowling G reen 0 Dayton 41
··
.. 14 B luffton 0
14 Mt. Pleasant 0
6 Findlay 7
30 Defiance 6
0 Capital 17
0 Detroit City College 0
25 Cedarville 0
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CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1926

Dayton Flyers Lower Colors of John Carroll 10--0
Baujanites Off Form But
Take Measure of Ancient
Grid Foe for Third Win
Gem City Lads Score Early But Muff
Several Scoring Chances
The University of Dayton F lyers for the
third time in as many years again brushed
aside the continual threat of John Canoll
University to score a triumph over the R ed
and B lue when they ran up 10 points to
Carroll's nothing at the huge green stadium
at Luna Park here today.

It was this elusive satellite of the gridiron
who made all their gains and possible scoring
close. Lewis thrilled the crowd more than
once with his prancing movements and his
change of pace, and on several occasions
whisked t he ball around the Flyer's ends fo r
gains o f 20 ya rds a nd more,' besides the
numerous t imes he made smaller advances.
H e was a lone in his stardom, however.
Ca rroll was bent on a victory from the outset of the second period when they sparkled
on their defense and offense, t hough their
I 4 incompleted passes or the game hampered
their chances.
D ayton, on the other hand. completed t hree
out of seven forward passes for excellent gains ,
though their chief fa iling down was in t heir
lack of smoothness on their plays and the
punch at the right time. One of the features
of the game for Dayton was the 40-yard pass
of Snelling to Swan in the last period, while
in contrast was their fai lure to put the ba ll
across the line in the last period after having it
on the two-yard line and fo ur downs to go .
Fumbles were frequent in the game as
Carroll dropped the pigskin on five occasions
a nd Dayton on three, one of which a lmost
proved costly. The punting or McGarry and
Swan for Dayton was praiseworthy, as they
averaged about 46 yard to Ca rro ll 's 30.

The game put up by the F lyers was miles
from their customary standard, and their
showing in general may be termed erratic.
Dayton as usual set out in the first quarter
to make a carnival of the affair, but after
their initial touchdown which was pushed
over in the first minutes of the game, their
exhibition was anything but sterling.
FLYERS SCORE EARLY
The first marker of the contest came in the
first ten minutes of play through the combined efforts of Dick Snell ing, Mat Marzluft
and L eo Comolli. Dayton worked the oval
Crom the 30-yard stripe to within eight ya rds
of the goal, from which point Snelling took it
over and McGarry kicked the goa l.
The other three tallies of the tilt came late
in the second period when J ock McGarry ,
quarterback, drop-kicked the ba ll from the
15-yard ma'rk. If the ball had been kicked
from the 25-yard line it would have been
good just the sa me.
Though " R ags" Plummer, Carroll ha lf had
been marked as the threat of the Blue Streaks,
a new streak took the play from him Saturday
in the person of Archie Lewis, colored back.

John Carroll's Season Record:
John Carroll 6 Grove City 2 1
"
"
0 Dayton 10
12 C reighton 22
7 Detroit 7
18 Adrian 0
I 4 Quantico Marines 7
0 Villanova 7
0 Lombard 24
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Indians Down U. D. Flyers
Redskin Squad
Scores 30 to 14
Win in Contest
10,000 Fans Watch Fighting Flyers
Struggle Gallantly Against Overwhelming Odds- First Defeat

provided the bala nce o f powe r necessa ry for
the redskins from Kans3<; to administ e r t he
Baujani tes their first defeat of the current
campaign.
McClain , a modern Goliath o f st rength ,
proved a lmost unstoppa ble. The H askell
luminary was just about the whole works for
the invaders in the scoring section of the
game. H e annexed t he four touchdowns the
Indians registered a nd booted a beautifu l
placem::nt g03f from the 35-yard line fo r 27
of the 30 points scored by the w inners. Smith ,
a t right ha lf, kicked the three goa ls afte r
t ouchdown for the ba la nce of his rea m 's
ma rkers.
Yesterday was the F lyers' homecoming day ,
but it really turned out to be McCla in's day,
fo r the 1ndian fullback went on the warpath
s hortly after t he initia l whistle blew a nd
raced through D ayton's line for substantial
gains nea rl y every time he carried the pigskin. A huma n battering ram of football
togs is thi s ma n McCla in. His sledge-ha mme r attacks at the loca l's line seldom were
stopped without ga in, a lthough the Flyers
battled heroica lly to ha lt his lig htning-like
rushes on the main line.
August Cabrinha played hi s us ual supe rb
ga me back of the line for Dayton . H e proved
h a rd to stop and reeled off several spectacular
runs which senc the spectators into the
seventh heaven of happiness.
There is not t he lea<>t doubt in the world
but that Davton was outplayed . Statistics
of the game reveal that t he Indians held the
a d vantage in rractically every d epa rtment of
the pastime with t he exception o f punting, at
which the Flyers excelled. Haskell regist ered
17 first downs to 6 for its foe, the westerners
completed 7 passes in I 0 tries wh ile D ayton
made good on o nl y 5 in 14 attempts.
It was anybody's game until the middle of
t he fina l q uarter when the visitors t a llied
t heir fo urth t ouchdown, quenchi ng the hopes
of the F lyers for success.

A mighty squad of giant Indian footba lle rs
from out of the west invaded the new University of Dayron stadium for the second time
within a year yesterday aft e rnoon wi(h the
thought uppermost in mind of securing revenge for the 6-2 setback they received o n
their first visit. T hey brought rai n again as
in 1925, but on this occasion rea li zed their
dream o f conquest a nd trotted off the field
with a well deserved 30-14 victory in D ayton's
hom e-coming game.
T en thousand fa ns, the la rgest crowd that
ever witnessed an athletic event at t he uni versity, watched a fighting F lyer eleven struggle
va liantly fo r the laurels against overwhelming
odds. The warriors on the hill gave a ll tha t
strength and flesh could give, and while they
finall y bowed to the inev itable, it was onl y
after staging one of the gamest batt les a ny
gridiron ever has seen .
McCLAIN INVINCIBLE
It was the terrific line smashing of McLa in,
the ha rd hi tting fullback of t he visitors . which
Haskell's Season Record:
Haskell 65 Drury 0
.. 57 Wichita 0
55 D es M o ines 0
38 Morningside 0
30 Dayton 14
95 Jackson 0
36 Bucknell 0
27 Loya lo 7
2 1 Boston 2 1
40 Michigan 7
27 St. Xav ier 0
27 Tulsa 7
40 Hawaiia n All-Stars 7
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Dayton Flyers Trim Wilmington by 34-8
After the beginning of the second period
Coach Baujan sent h is emire first eleven to
the rescue and they were on t he defense the
majority of the period though they did manage to go ahead on two beautiful passes
which were sta rted on Dayton's 40 and ·ended
behind the goa l line in two plays. McGarry
passed to Swan for the fi rst gain and then
to Cabrinha for the touchdown. McGarry
added the extra point.
FLYERS IN FAST ATTACK
The third quarter was a field meet fo r t he
Fl yers as they scored 21 points or three
touchdowns. Doy le accounted fo r the sixpoint addition after Captain Belanich blocked
a punt, and the reliable Jock McGarry upheld his reputat ion of not missing a dropkick
after touchdown by sending the oval between t he posts.
Cabrinha made his second touchdown of
the game when Dayton had che ball within
the shadows of the goal posts and the star
H awaiian again twinkled in a 13-yard run and
a touchdown.
On t he following kickoff th is Mr. Cabrinha
thri lled the some four hundred odd Wilmington rooters present with a 70 yard return oi
the ba ll. H ipa then grabbed a pass from
McGarry for a nother touchdown . and when
the diminutive quarterback had added the
extra point the score stood 28-6, Dayton.
Wi lmi ngton made her tota l of eight on a
safety soon after.

Red-Blue Gridders, However, Come to
Life in Third Quarter and Uncorks Scoring Punch
Complexion of Game is Changed When
U. of D. Coaches Send in Regular
Performers Against Quakers
Under the sombre setting of a rain dri ven
a utumn sky, the Uni versity of D ayton Flyers
returned to the win column Saturday afternoon when they trampled Wilmington College
34-8 before a pp roximately 3,000 cas h customers in the stadium. The Green Tornado from
Wilmington came and sweeped down on t he
st adium with little warning of its fury, though
slowly but su rely spen t itself after the first
quarter of the contest.
The exhibition of the R ed and Blue machine
aga inst the Quakers in the week-end game was
praiseworrhy in the rhird period, t hough t he
work o f the F lyers in the first quarter especially was fa r from t heir customa ry sra ndard, as they d id not count any poin ts, whi le
the Bolenites made their only counters, six
ea rned points.
Coach Baujan elected to start his shock
troops in the beginning of t he game, and they
must not have expected the call , for the Green
a nd White completely outplayed them, except
in the punting line. Snelling's kicks were
going b r 65 ya rds.
vVei mer kicked off from one s ide of t he
field a nd Dayton took the ball on t he 30-yard
line to start the hostilities, and neither team
gained on a series of pums. Grace fumbled
the ba ll in midfield and Metcalfe recovered
fo r the Quakers. Seizing t he opportuni ty of
playing the seconds for all they cou ld get out
of them, Wilmington p roceed ed on a st eady
march d own the field , and were not stopped
in the least. Von Kane! ca rried the brunt of
the attack while the big Swede also bucked
the ba ll over the line fo r t heir touchdown.

Wilmington's Season R ecord:
Wi lm ington 0 Miami 9
31 Defiance 6
··
12 M o rris Harvey 12
8 Dayton 34
7 Ohio State 13
27 Findlav 0
14Kent (5
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Dayton Flyers Lose to Holy Cross
Bauja nites Are
First t o S core
In Big Contest

Doyle for 10 ya rds, and " Lefty'· Duffy to
McGarry for 27 yards, p lacing the ba ll on the
C rusader three-ya rd line, where t he Cross
stubbornly resisted for three downs. McGarry
showed h is nerve a nd .resourceful ness right
t here when he tried and completed a forward
over the end zone to Sam H ipa, who was
a lone, fo r a touchdown.
But t hose deceptive s hots from t he portside b y Duffy, who, b y t he way , impressed
very much with hi ~ handling of t he ball , gave
t he Crusader·s mentors just enough o f the
F lyers· game to build up a new d efense in the
second ha lf, which showed a fi ve li ne and six
back defense, and p ract ica lly stopped Captain Belanich and his boy~. McGarry·s
gamble early for a lead, possibly figuring that
his line was not strong enough to hold off a
line p lunging attack and with a touchdown
a nd point in the bag, was t hat much a head
with a fair chance at putting over a nother.
Holy C ross opened its scoring in the second
period. With the ba ll on Dayton·s 15-yard
line, on a tri ple pass, Kittredge went through
t he D ayton line for 10 yards and on the next
p lay shot through for a touchdown. H erb
Hart blocked W ise·s attempt for t he point,
bur R eferee McCarty a llowed t he point, declaring Hart offsid e on the play. With t he
score even, Holy C ross gambled with the
overhead play and by a series of passes, mixed
wit h straight line plunging, M iller, who had
replaced Daly a t fullback, placed the ball
on Day ton's six-inch line, Wise ca rrying it
over on the next play. Duffy blocked the
try for point
D ayton was well on t he way to the H oly
Cross goa l in the third period by a s uccession
of completed forwards, bu t here Mi ller saved
t he C rusaders when he clutched a McGarry
pass that was intended for Sam H ipa o n
H oly Cross· 35-yard li ne, racing 30 yard before being downed .

E a sterner s W in Intersectiona l Football
Contest After H a rd B a ttle b y Count
of 20-7 O ver Local Cre w
Worcester, Mass., Oct. 30.- Ha rry Baujan ·s University of Dayton F lyers weot down
figh t ing before a heavier , sturdier a nd more
fort ified H oly Cross mach ine 20-7 here today.
T he light , fast m idwestern eleven by its
clean, dashing forwa rd pa s attack furn ished
man y t hrills for the spectators. T he inabil ity
of the lighter invading e leven to stop the
high-powered C rusaders· crush ing line attack
spells the measure of t heir defeat , cou pled
possibly wit h a too ea rl y display of its passing
game.

T he re are those who t h in k , after viewing
the gam e and d iscerning it in severe t hought,
that had t he doughty li ttle quarterback reta rded his aeria l attack to along about the
th ird quarter he migh t t hen have accomplished more. McGa rry, playing for t he b reak
which came ea rly in t he fi rst period, a fumble
by Wise on Holy C ross· 37-yard line, wh ich
was recovered by Yagow, immediately
sta rted t he forwards go ing a nd qu ickly put
over a touchdown on passes, Snell ing to
Cabrinha for a 23-yard ga in McGarry to
H o ly Cross· Sea son R ecord :
H o ly Cross 45 St. John·s 0
"
" 19 Harvard 14
2 1 R utgers 0
20 Western Maryland 14
20 Dayton 7
7 Fordham 7
14 Catho lic U . 6
0 Boston U. 3
0 Boston College 0
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Dayton Attack Buries Cincinnati Warriors
McGarry missed · an attem pted field goa 1
after Bryant had kicked a punt over his own
head.
Having lost two chances, the Dayton team
resolved to miss no more, a nd this resolution
fi led away, it proceeded to carry it out. After
a Bearcat punt, Dayton took the ball on
C incinna ti 's 40-yard line, from which point
Swan m erri ly skipped a round right end for 33
ya rds and on the next play Cabrinha squirmed
a nd twisted the remaining seven ya rds for the
first of what later developed into an extended
series of touchdowns.
J ock McGarry's
second a ttempt to goa l was good.
Afte r the kick-o ff, with the ball deep in its
own territo ry, the Bearcats could not pierce
Belanich's sturdy, tho ugh unfa miliar line,
a nd when Bryan t att empted to punt Debesis
blocked it . The ba ll sa iled into the a rms of
Sa m Hipa who stepped over the line for the
score. McGarr-y's ir regula rity o f the afternoon cropped ou t here and he missed the dropkick, h is first miss in 14 a tte mpts.
It was pretty much Dayton a ll during thi s
game. In fact, the Bearcat team was so
completely outplayed that it ra rely had the
ba ll. McGarry and Snelling, p unting for the
F lyers, had things all to themselves in thi s
d epartment. The line minus the services of
Eddie Yagow, Ab Strosnider and Koke Doyle,
withstood everything McClaren 's men threw
at it.

Flyers Register
52-0 Victory
Over Ohio Rival
Brilliant End Runs and Smashing Line
Attacks of Red-Blue Features Game
In Nippert Stadium
Dayton University's squa dron o f Flye rs
swooped d own over N ippe rt s ta dium he re
today and literall y buried C incinna ti 's Bearcats under an ava lanche of touchdown bombs
and the echoes that are still reverberating
through the hills of the Queen C iry tonight
a re screeching the toll- 52-0.
Eight touchdowns and four po ints after
them was what the Baujan-Bergman machine
used to prove to the la rge d elegation of Dayton fans that followed them they had "arri ved ."
An offense that ticked off its plays like a
well regula t ed clock was the medium that
nea rl y put D ayton in the "point-a-minute"
class, while Captain Belanich led an inspired
d efense with a patched up line that smeared
up everything McC!aren's men ha d to offer.
Belanich played a ll but four minutes of the
game, partly at left tackle a nd partly at left
end, and when he left the field , wornout, the
Bea rcat cheering section rose to a man and
~.~<:_~ded. hirY! a . mighty cheer. __ _
t"'""'' ISCORING STARTS EARLY
i.:: The F lyers began s hortly after the opening
whistle with their scoring plays, a nd except
for a brief respite during the third period,
were still scoring when the timer's gun barked
out as the shadows were lengthening over
N ippert stad ium.
The first opportunity to score went away
when Ha lfback Fi lger inte rcepted a McGa rry
pass on his own 5-yard line and carried it
out 30 ya rds before he was thrown. The
second opportuni t y a lso went bad when

Cincinnati's Season Record:
C incinnat i 25 K entucky Wesleyan 0
··
2 1 Otterbein 6
0 D enison 14
22 Marietta 7
7 Ohio U. 38
2 Western R eserve 1-t
0 Dayton 52
13 Wittenberg 15
6 Miami 6
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Flyers Blank Norsemen 21-0
various poin:s throughout the game gained
many yards for the Flyers while the Northerners had a good bit of difficulty in finding
receivers for their passes, as the Dayton secondary d efense showed up admirably in this
line. a nd more than once a Polar Bear was
thrown for a loss in an attempt to find a
receiver for the leather.
The Flyers did not take long to diagnose
the Northern plays as it took but three f)lays
to score a touchdown, but the good work went
for naught as Dayton was offside and a
touchdown was erased from Varsity's wouldbe higher score. The Flyers were not long in
making this up. however, as they pushed the
pigskin over later in the first period.
From the 33-yard stripe to the end of the
field Flyers mixed their attack from fake
kicks to end runs and passes and slashed the
Northern line for the only consistancy of the
game. McGarry, Marzluft, Grace, and Swan
were the ball taters with the latter making
the score as well as the placement kick.
This finished the Flyer scoring in the first
period as the Norsemen defense tightened up
considerably, and it was not until the second
period that Varsity again scored. Hipa recovered a costly Northern fumble on the 6yard stripe and it was only a matter of a few
plays until Dayton scored its second touchdown with Mat Marzluft being the carrier of
the leather. Jock McGarry added the extra
point with one of his special drop kicks.
The third and last touchdown came in the
third quarter when D oug Finri was substituted
for McGarry and he made a beautiful 25yard pass to Sam Hipa who ~cored and thrilled
the some odd 3000 fans present with a beautiful catch and run.
Two Polar Bears who spa rkled for the
Meredith team in the backfield we re Nussbaum and Dunwoody for the short while he
was in the ball toting section.

Dayton Scores
Easy Win Over
Visiting Team
Baujanites Score Third Conference
Victory of Season Without Allowing
Foe a Single Point
Ohio Northern's threat of eleven stubborn
Polar Bears failed to stop the wile a nd guile of
a powerful University of Dayton Flyer machine in the stadium Saturday afternoon and
they were crushed by the score of 21-0 in a
well played Ohio Conference game. It was
the third and final Conference victory for
the Flyers and they finished their 1926 debut
into that loop with not ha ving been scored on
by three conference members.
In celebrating Walter Camp day at the
stadium the Flyers made it plain to their
opponents at the beginning of the game that
they were not to be trifled with arid they
scored seven points in the first quarter as a
starter for the Orange and Black. The playing of the Baujanites during the entire contest showed the prolonged intentions they had
carried over from the Cincinnati game of last
week, and played good football throughout
the entire 60 minutes of play.
The Norsemen presented a team which
lived up to its pre-game predictions of having
a strong d efense as more than once a Flyer
drive and rally was checked, but not because
of lack of offensive power, but because of the
strength of the orthern forward wall.
Dayton's resort to the aeria l attack at
Ohio Northern's Season Record:
Ohio Northern 7 Denison 13
"
12 Miami 34
0 Muskingum 6
0 Ohio Wesleyan 17
24 H eidelberg 7
7 Ohio U. 9
0 Dayton 2 1
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Flyers Too Fast for Butler

'I
I

L

off-side penalties of the five yard nature.
Liv ing u p to pre-gam e predictions t he cont est was full of passes, though unfortunately
both t eams a ppeared to have been well
drilled for such a n attack and few substantial
gains were to be had . In t he game t here
were 25 passes t h rown by both teams, and of
t hese only t hree went to t hei r ma rks. Butle r
completed two passes, while t he Flyers made
good only one aerial heave. Several times
in the game D ayton came close to t h ri ll ing
t he shi vering fans wit h a n aerial d isplay,
t houg h on each occasion their efforts were
t hwa rted by an unt imely pena lty.
D ayton 's block ing and interfe rence was
equa lly as good as the other foot ba ll t hey
p layed, a nd more than once a Butler back
was neatly na iled on the line, as the Dayton
t ackle rs did not in the least fo nd le the Blue
ball carriers. An instance of t his was shown
in t he second period when R oyce, Bulldog
h alfback, intercepted a t rua n t D ayton pass
a nd appeared on t he way for a touchdown
with fou r men wit h h im and none to stop his
goalwa rd parade. T he B lue ba ll toter, however, was una wa re, or ra ther, t he interference
was unawa re o f t he p resence of Captain Bill
Bela nich in the vicini ty , as t he R ed and Blue
lead er came tea ring across the field to cu t
through t he interference and down t he
runner on the t en yard st ripe.

Red-Blue Scores in Every Quarter of
Contest and Secures Sweet Revenge
for Last Year's Defeat
Hoosier Brigade Counts Only Touchdown in Final Period; Win is Seventh
of the Season for Baujanites
D ayton 's cu p of joy was fi lled to overflowing a t the stadium yesterday aft ernoon when
the Flyers secured sweet revenge on Bu t ler
University o f [ndia na polis, and noncha la ntl y
threw last yea r 's score in the disca rd in
ca lmly but soundly trouncing the Bulldogs
30-6.
It was just another one o f those t ypica l
D a yton wins where the team played head 'sup foo t b a ll in sco r in g t h e seventh Flyers
tnumph o f the season a nd first vict ory o f the
year over out-of-st a te teams. T he Flyers
sco red a touchdown a q ua rter, besides accounting for a field goal fro m p lacement in the
last period .
T he Flyers, rising t o' t he greatest heights o f
their home season , s mothered the Bulldogs
in every period but the last, in which t he
Blue managed to count six points commemorating t he ir last ga me o f t he year where
seven men played t heir fina l college ga me. It
was the semi-fina l event on t he Flyer 1926
progra m , as the last contest will come n ext
Saturday.
FLYERS DISPLAY ABILITY
T he Ba uj anites were in a baffling state of
prepa redness for the H oosiers which was a
result of their long and st renuous practice
sessions of t he week, and if th ere was to be
a ny picking of b righ t spots on t he Flyer team
it was t he line. T his was practically impregna ble.
T he o nly signs of a partial d rawback in t he
game was t he frosty atmosphere, which
ca used the Flyers to show particula r anxiety
in getting the p lays started a nd resulted in

L
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Butler's Season Record:
Bu t ler 70 H anover 0
" 38 Earlham 0
7 lllinois 38
7 Fran klin 0
10 D e Pau w 2 1
0 Lombard 18
0 Wabash 13
0 Minnesota 8 1
6 D ayton 30
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Flyers Down Marines 7-2

I

·I

The clean-cut victory which was won b y
the Flyers was a typical Dayton win, though
the Marines proved their worth and ability
by holding Dayton's powerful attack down to
seven points, something which the BaujaniteBergman machine is not used to. The Devil
Dogs rallied to such an extent in the third
q uarter that the 7-2 score was being held
doubtful as a game total, though their perfectly good efforts, were defeated by an untimely and misunderstood Marines pass.
The teams played remarkably close football t hroughout the entire game, as the
statistics show. Dayton made eigh t first
downs to the Marines seven, while the Leathernecks completed five passes to Dayton's
four. The Mar·ines tried 14 passes though
Dayton attempted but eight.
Dayton li ved up to its reputation of hav ing
scored first on every opponent of the yea r
and counted the initial points of the game.
The solita ry touchdown was made within
the first four minutes of play and on the
seventh play of the game.
The points made by the Flyers may be
considered as points made by a gambler who
gambled fo r high stakes when his team needed
the points a nd was in a precarious position.
Jock McGarry, t he brilliant Flyer quarterback, is his na me,and to him goes part of the
credit for the v ictory, though he was taken
out of t he game nea r the end of the first ha lf
because of the o ld knee injury.
Taking the ball on the 42-ya rd line on t he
fourth down, the daring iron nerve of McGarry elected to pass and with li ttle warning
or alarm, he took the ball tightly in his hands
and shot it 37 yards to the speeding Sam
Hipa, who was elected to receive the pigskin .
Hipa well knew his duty a nd was out to
catch the flying oval and score the R ed a nd
Blue's lone touchdown and victory. Snelling
booted the ball between the posts for the
extra point .

Dayton Closes
With Win Over
Quantico Lads
Forward Pass, McGarry to Hipa, Scores
Touchdown for Red-Blue in First
Quarter of Gridiron Game
All the resources of rhe University of Dayton Flyers were taxed yesterday afternoon
at t he local stadium to defeat the powerful
Quantico Marines by the score of 7-2-and it
wa~n·r a sure victory by any means until
the last gun was sounded by the field judge .
The F lyers used the strongest lineup they had ,
but the pre-game victory which they had
expected without extraordinary trouble was
a hard one to count as a safe win.
The game marked the last foot ba ll brush
of the season for the Flyers as well as the
Marines and was a successful end for the
campaign of both teams. Civic Day was
celebrated at the stadium and a gala affa ir
it was, with many features of the day on the
program, which included the flag-raising
ceremonies and the exhibition of both bands,
with the Marine band coming in for much
praise.
Twelve seniors left the team by yesterday's
game being the fina l event of the yea r, with
eight being lost from the ranks of the first
eleven.
Quantico Marine's Season Record:
Marines 24 ew Hampshire 0
··
27 King College 7
11 St. Xavier 27
13 Lehigh 0
20 Catholic U. 7
34 Providence 0
6 Canisius 0
7 John Ca rroll 14
4 1 Temple 12
24 Detroit 7
27 Army 7
13 Washington U 0
2 Dayton 7
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FRESHMAN FOOTBALL SQUAD
As in the past the University of Dayton is looking forward to the Frosh
football squad to give quite a number of its luminaries to the varsity line-up
in the ensuing campaign.
In looking over the large col lection of Frosh who will be e ligi b le for the
coming campaign, one is impressed by the speed, strength and size of some of
the boys Take the first team that so often held t he varsity to a standstil l last
fall in the practice scrimmages, and take a slant at their size and possibilities.
Lang and Yassanye split the center job for the Frosh last season and it
looks like these boys have the goods. At the guard job Coach Baujan wil l have
two promising lads for his varsity line in McColgan one of the gems from the
Hawaiian Islands, and Reiling, Mac's running mate all th is past season .
"Dip" S hu ey and Hamilton are two big boys who shou ld make marks for
themselves before leaving school. Both boys are scrappers and plenty tough
as far as football p layers are concerned.
The ends who are graduating from the ranks
of the Frosh are large in number. Not only quantity but quite a bit of quality is found in this bunch.
Hennessey, Andreas, Eisele, Hutton, Armstrong and
one or two other boys look like the "stuff."
A wealth of material will be added to Bergman's backfie ld array. Halfbacks galore will be out
learning how to dodge, start, stop, pass and many of
the other necessary requisites for a back-field man 's
make up. Gowan , Lensch, Gleason, Stryker, Lutz,
Ladner, Marshall , Miller, Costello and others are all
likely looking back field candidates. Besides those
boys just commented upon there were others who did
not get to show their wares but will be enabled to do
so during the coming season.
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MAHRT , Coach

BASKETBALL
All eyes con verge, to where t he surge
Of rival centers in to a ir
Will st a rt the fray. In tense a rray
The crowded tiers of root ers st a re;
T he players, crouch ed , await t he ca ll ;
T h e whistle sh r ills. Quick, get the ball '
A sudden roa r and down the floor
They swoop li ke d ri fting gulls,
Back and forth, sou th an d north,
T h e ball flies with no lulls;
A sudden drib ble, with n o q uibble
About the ch an ce he t a kes,
A p layer d rives a nd headlong d ives
St ra ight through a nd basket m a kes.
Scen es such as these t he fa ns' eyes p lease
As t h e gam e m oves sw ift ly on
To r each t hat fin a l, death-g rip battle
J ust before the contest's won ;
W hen your h eart stands still a nd blood ru ns chil l
To leap aga in at fin a l gun
- Jon j u n ior
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F ront R ow : C rush, Wilcox, Hi pa. Sn ell ing . Costello. Second R ow: D eh ler, O ebesis, Kendall, Carola n . T hird Ro w : Finn, Murphy, Shnrpenter,
Bauman .
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CAPT. 2.S

The Guiding Lights of the Fly ers Court Destiny
Baujan, Coach
George, Manager

Hipa, Captain
Debesis, Captain-elect

Dayton had her most successfu l cou rt season in recent yea rs la rgely due to
the s plend id cooperation of t he fou r men p ictured above who for m ed t he in ner
workings of the Flyer court machine.
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The Flyers on the Court
Telling the story of success in basketball for the University of Dayton
Flyers in 1927 may best be related by giving the account of the game with the
Alumni when the Red and Blue pulled over the . 500 mark for the season. The
annual game was the tenth win of the year for the varsity in their nineteen
game schedule and raised crestfallen hopes with the glories of earnest achievements.
The F lyer edition of '27 was slightly more successful in the winning of cage
contests than the quintet of '26 as they won ten games and lost nine while the
preceding Dayton U . representatives captured only seven out of fifteen games.
The season of 1927 marked the first entrance of the Flyers into the Ohio
Conference basketball ranks, and though they were not so impressive in the
league as they were in football , they made it interesting for the clubs which
they met. Their record in the Conference loop was one win out of seven games.
Cedarville opened the season with a surprise in turning back the F lyers
27-26. In the next game on the sked the Varsity took their second straight
drubbing of the year when they were completely outgeneraled by the champion
Muskingum quintet, which won 41-19.
Bowling Green was the first victim of the Flyers when they fell 27-26,
while the Wilmington Quakers bagged a win from the Baujanites three days
later by the score of 29-21.
The second road trip of the year found the varsity breaking even when they
defeated St. Johns at Toledo in a thriller 28-27, and lost to Ohio Northern on
the following night by the same count. The tilt with .t he Norsemen was t he
only overtime game of the season.
Kenyon College and their swift striking court team made their presence
felt in Dayton when they took it easy with the Varsity and won handily 39-27,
making the third conference defeat of the year.
In the next games Antioch and Wilmington were the two victims of a
F lyer comeback and were swept aside in genuine fashion 53-10 and 37-24.
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For the second time of the year the B lack and Magneta of Muskingum
baffied the Flyers, the second count being 44-29; but three days later the
varsity jumped back into the win column grabbing a brace of gains. The first
was over Huntington 29-12, th~ second, the return match with Ohio orthern
which the Flyers copped 31-22.
Starting a five game road trip the varsity played an old foe in Wittenberg
and lost to the Cream and Cardinal in an exciting tussle 45-25, after playing
even with them for three fourths of the game.
Antioch was then again taken into camp with the second count being
44-27 and the game quite a bit closer than the first . The road trip through the
North proved a success as the Varsity won from Bowling Green 38-37, lost to
the Detroit Titans 26-28 and won from Assumption at Windsor 28-22. The
Flyers flashed a strong offensive and brilliant defensive in these latter season
games .
Returning to Dayton the F lyers lost their toughest game of the season
when they were nosed out by the Wittenberg Lutherans 32-29, after playing
wonderful basketball and leading practically the entire game.
The season was closed with the Dayton-Alumni Battle with Baujan's
cagers topping the old boys 28-20.
Led by the reliable Captain Sam Hipa the Flyers faced quite a difficult
schedule, and taking into consideration that the chart assigned to them was one
of the hardest in years the Red and Blue basketball representatives made a
very successful venture with the favorite winter sport .

The 1927 Basketball Results Tabulated
Dayton ____ 26 ____ 27 Cedarville
Dayton ____ 19 ____ 41 Muskingum
Dayton ____ 27 __ __26 Bowling Green
Dayton ____ 21 ____ 29 Wilmington
Dayton ____ 28 ____ 27 St. John·s (Toledo)
Dayton ____ 27 ____ 28 Ohio Northern
Dayton ____ 27 ____ 39 Kenyon
Dayton __ __53_ ___ JO Antioch
Dayton __ __ 37 ____ 24 Wilmington
Dayton ____ 29 ____ 44 Muskingum
Dayton ____ 29 __ __ l 2 Huntington
Dayton ____ 31 ___ _22 Ohio Northern
Dayton ____ 25 ___ _45 Wittenberg
Dayton ___ _44 __ __27 Antioch
Dayton ____ JS __ __ 37 Bowling Green
Dayton ____ 26 ____ 28 D erroit
Dayton ____ 28 ____ 22 Assumption
Dayton ____ 29 __ __32 Wittenberg
Dayton ____ 28 ____ 20 Alumni
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SHARPENTER- CENTER

The Men who have earned their D's on the court
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BASEBALL
"Fraud," cried the maddened thousands, and
the echo answered, "Fraud ."
But a scornful look from Casey, and
the audience was awed ;
They saw his face grow stern and cold,
they saw his muscles strain,
And they knew that Casey wouldn't let
that ball go by again .

The sneer is gone from Casey's lips, teeth are clenched in hate
He pounds with cruel violence his bat upon the plate;
And now the pitcher holds the ball and now he lets it go,
And now the air is shattered by the force of Casey's blow.

Oh, somewhere in this favored land
the sun is shining bright;
The band is playing somewhere
and somewhere hearts are light ;
And somewhere men are laughing,
and somewhere children shout,
But the're is no joy in Mudville.
Mighty Casey has struck out.
- Casey Al The Bat
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THE VARSITY FLYERS " 9"
Front row: Moore, Benner, Dehler, Crush, Garland, Gross, Reynolds. Second row: Belanich, Gallagher, Tancred , Capt. Snelling, Sharpenter, McGarry,
Debesis. Third row: McClellan, Bakos, Hubbell, Henderson, Wilcox, Costello, Canary, Duff, Swan, Baumann, Coach Baujan.

McCLELLAN
MG.'fiZ.

The Important Cogs in the Flyer Baseball Machine
Baujan, Coach

Snelling, Captain
McClellan, Manager

The Flyers are off on another campaign, and while the start bids fair for
another successful season, much depends on the above men. They must keep
the machine well oiled, and ready to go, for any faltering now means disaster.
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The Flyers on the Diamond
T he Flyers a re determined to establish a rea l record on the d iamond in
the line of consecutive wins. T he 1926 ed it ion of the F lyers "9" went through
their entire schedule undefeated by winning all thirteen contests.
With a fair ly veteran team and with a wea lth of sophomore talent, particula rl y on the mou nd , the F lyers feel sure t hat they can duplicate their feat of last
season .
Richard D. Snelling, a ll round baseba ller from C levela nd was the unanimous choice of his mates for the captaincy. That they found a leader
worthy of their choice ma y be judged from t he fact that Dick on completing
his schooling wil l report to the Washington Senators for a big league tryou t.
The 1926 R ecord

The 1927 Schedule

Dayton 7 ____ 0 Antioch
Dayton 4 ____ 2 D efiance
Dayton 9 ____ 0 Otterbein
Dayton- Rain- Ohio Wesleyan
Dayton 8 ____ 0 Cedarville
Dayton 4 ___ _ 0 Butler
Dayton J 5_ ___ 0 Otterbein
Dayton 8 ____ 5 Antioch
Dayton 14 ____ JO Butler
Dayton- Ra in- Defiance
Dayton 18 ____ 3 Cedarville
Dayton 14 __ __ 6 C incinna ti
Dayton 7 ___ _ 5 Marietta
Dayton 6 ____ 5 Muskingum
Dayton JO __ __ 6 Bowling G reen

April 2- An t ioch at home
April 5- Miami al home
April 9- Toledo U. at home
April 16-Bowling Green at. home
Apri l 19-lnd iana ormal away
April 20-Toledo U . away
April 2 1- B lu ffton away
April 23- Cincinnati at home
April 27- Wittenberg away
April 30-Cedarville at home
May 4-Wilmington at home
May 6-Defia nce away
May I 0-Antioch away
May 14- Wittenberg at home
May 17- Wilmington away
May 20- Bluffton at home
May 24-Bowling Green away
May 28- 0hio Wesleyan at home
June 2- Cedarville a way
June 4- Marierta at home

1926 Lettermen
Richard Snelling, pitcher
Thomas Ga llagher, first base
Frank Belanich, right fielder
John D ebes is, shortstop
Samuel Hipa, center fielder
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TRACK
Give me a race that is run in a breath,
Straight from the start to the tape,
Distance hath charms, but a "ding-dong" means death,
Death without Rowers and crape.
"On your mark.' "Set ." For a moment we strain,
Held by a leash al l unseen ;
"P'ff." We are off; from the pistol we gain
Yards, if the starter's not keen.
Off like lean greyhounds, the cinders scarce stir
Under the touch of our feet ;
Flashes of sunlight, the crowd's mufAed purr,
The rush of the wind, warm and sweet.
One last fi e rce e fforr , the red worsted breaks,
Struggle and strain are a ll past;
Only ten ticks of the watch, but it makes
First, second, third, and the last.
- William Lindsey
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First Row: Frietas, Howell, Finn, Captain Cabrinha, Marzluft, Maxwell, Miller. Second Row: Houghtailing, Robello, McDermott, Pettinger,
Henne. Third Row: Craig, Reiling, Grdina, Yagow, A. Hart, H. Hart, R . Boeke, L. Boeke.
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ADAM:::S
MG\~

The Powers Behind the Throne in the Realm of Track and Field
Cabrinha, Captain

Bergman, Coach
Adams, Manager

They run the races before they're run and then run them over after they're
run . Figure that out.
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The Flyers on Track and Field
Track and field sports on a greater scale than ever before were on the school
program this yea r. The city of Dayton's first municipal track meet, which was
staged at the stadium last summer, brought out a number of Dayton U·
students and this fact was a contribu t ing factor to the success of track on the
sports curricu lum. Then t here is the yeoman work that is being accompl ished
by Coach Arthur "Dutch'. Bergman in bringing t he t rack and field events to
the fore.
Early in February, Coach Bergman took part of his squad to Cincinnati
to engage in the annual Indoor Y M. C. A., track carnival, sponsored by the
"Y" of that city. Day ton placed in only one event, but how it d id place'
When the ca ll for nov ices in the 50 yard dash was heard, three Dayton sprinters, George Frietas, Paul Lutz and Jack Maxwell toed the mark. And, when
the race was over the three named had taken every p lace in the event in the
o rder named .
Augy Cab rinha, whose rambles upon the stadium gridiron were an ever
p leasant sight, was chosen as captain of the cinder men just prior to the Cincinnati meet.
The stock of the Flyers was increased one hundred fold by the decision of
Sam Hipa, perhaps t he greatest of Dayton's all-around athletes and only fou r
sport letter man in the school to confine h is spring activity to his work on the
track.
With baseball off his mind for the time being H ipa's greatest work in
track is predicted Sam is a verti ble track team in himself. Usually he is entered in no less than six events: the high jump, broad jump, pole vau lt, low
h urdles, high hurdles a nd the relays.
Outstanding dash men on the team are Captain Cabrinha, F rietas and
Maxwell . Frank Pettinger, John Conoboy and Doug F inn are .d istance runners;
Marzluft, Houghtailing, Henne and Craig, the middle d istance men . H erb
Hart, Jack Robello a nd Frank McDermott handle the weight throwing, Park
has developed into a good hurdler.
T he team has five meets schedu led. Open ing with the O h io Relays, they
next meet Antioch and Wilmington in a triangu lar meet. Muskingum, C incinnati Gym and Kenyon a re met in d ua l meets.
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The University of Dayton Tennis Team
The coming of spring brought out the racquet stars of the University .
Five promising men reported to Coach Frank Kronauge for practice for the
eight match schedule arranged for them.
Assisting Coach Kronauge was this yea r's man ager and last year's captain ,
Charles Thuss. John Carroll of Chattanooga was chosen to captain the team
this year. Bentz, Babb a nd Grdina complete the roster of the team.
Starting May 4, the lads will have a strenuous schedule ahead of them .
The Alumni net stars will be met on this date, followed by Defiance College at
Defiance
Home and home matches have been arranged with Capital , Antioch and
Cedarville . The first named will be met at Dayton on May 11 and the return
match will be played at Columbus May 28 . Cedarville will aiso be met first a t
Dayton on May 18, with a return match over Xenia way on the twenty-first.
Antioch College entertains the Flyers in the first of a two match series at
Yellow Springs on May 14, and travel to the Flyers court for the return match
on the twenty-fifth .
Considering the strenuous schedule and the fact that four of the eight
matches will be played on foreign courts the Flyer racquet wielders will do well
to equal their performance of the past season which they finished with an even
number of wins .and losses.
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INTRA-MURAL ACTIVITIES
In the fields of endeavor of the sport world, the Un iversity of Dayton was
not only success ' ul in varsity athletics, bu t also in that branch of student act ivities, the Intra-M ural D epartm ent. The achievements of this branch of athletics
at the Un iversit y d u r ng the past yea r have been the greatest since the establishm ent of the department.
Started several yea rs ago on a small basis, t he Intra-Mural D epartment
reall y has been on its feet but two years, though its success in these two years
has been so marked that it warrants well for inter-class competit ions in the
future .
Arthur "Dutch" Bergman, backfield coach of the University of Dayton
F lyer footba ll team, a nd h ead track mentor, was at the helm of Intra-Mural
sports, and it was through h is efforts a nd ingenuity th at the league has attained
its present popularity.
The In tra-Mural Department embraces a ll forms of in t er-class athletic
activ ities, though its chief sports a re basketba ll, indoor baseball, track and
field . Referring to the latter sports quite a n innovation was made in the
department during the winter when the first a nnual indoor Festival was held in
the gymnasium. All possible track and field events were staged and a great
interest was shown by the students.
The annual field day, sponsored by t he Intra-M u ral Depart ment, was
hE'ld in the spring in t he stadium and two days were given over t o the meet.
The basketball league was also interesting, with the Seniors winning the
championship, while the indoor baseball also had its followers.
Wm. Adams was manager for the year, and h e was ably assisted by t hree
other student managers, Nelson Phillips, Robert McC lear and Ray Grdina.
All must be given credit for the fi n e work which t h ey accomplished in
making the department a success and it is the hope of all concerned that the
work will be carried next year with t he same spirit of loyalty and interest .
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Intra-Mural Basketball Champions
By far the most interesting activity of the Intra-mural Department was
its inter-class basketball league which swung into action on January 28 . And
for the first time in the history of the Intra-Mural Department, the Senior
Class turned out a champion team .
It appeared when the season was two thirds complete that the seniors
would have a runaway race, since up to that time they had been undefeated
and had already conquered their nearest competitor: Frosh 4.
Confidence begot indifference, however. And in the space of one short
week the race had closed up into a neck and neck affair that caused Manager
Hollenbach to spend many a sleepless night.
The near-grads woke up, however, before the final gong was sounded. In a
rushing comeback they cleared away all opposition, ousted Frosh 4 from the
leadership and finished with all the dignity becoming to seniors.
The second place Frosh 4 were followed in the final standing by the two
Sophomore teams. The Juniors placed fifth and Frosh 3 occupied the cellar .
A gold watch charm pendant was awarded to the following members of
the championship team; Eugene Hug, Charles Brennan, John Conoboy, Charles
Taylor, Frank Belanich, Conan Doyle, Frank O'Brien, Frank Pettinger and
Manager Hollenbach .
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THE U. OF D. CADETS
In keeping with the a thl et ic progress of the Uni vers ity o f Dayton, a
combination freshman and sophom ore basketba ll team took th e Aoor, play ing
under the n am e of the U of D . Cadets. Besides play ing a regul a r schedul e t hey
a lso scrimmaged Va rsity once or t wice a week.
U nder the ca reful gui dance of Coach Lou Ma hrt, fo rm er U D. court
s pa rkler, the Cadets enj oyed a very successful season . They won all of t he ten
ga mes on t h eir schedul e, m ost of which were played as prelimina ri es to the
va rsity a ttracti ons. The Cad ets played t rue to the n am e of the great club t ha t
preced ed them by som e fifteen yea rs, the St. Mary Cadets.
T he aspi rants who t urned out t o Coach Mah rt at t he beginn ing of t he
season were quite p roficien t with t he basket ball a nd ca me fro m some of t he
best prep schools in the country. All will m ost probably be on the I ist o f
ca ndida t es for the 1928 va rs ity in keeping up t he good record t hey h ave est ablished as m embe rs of the cadet ran ks.
Their record for t he year fo llows:
U o f D . Cadets 32 ___ __ ____ ]4 O'B ri en Inks
37_
_ ____ 22 G riesmer F uels
36 __________ ]0 R ay C lothi ers
30 ______ ___ _22 Cov ington Y.M.C A.
4 1_____ _____ J J Shramrock Aces.
40 __ ____ ____ 19 M ill er Weiga nd
40 ______ ___ 25 R ed Win g F lyers
42 _ - - ---·· _2 1 New Cen t ra l Ma rket
30 _________ 24 Westminst er I .
42 __ _ ___ __20 K oors "29"
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Imagine us numbered off from the right,
th(Sergeant faces the squad ,
And says that the odd flies do not moveI never seem to be odd 1
And then his instructions run like this,
(very simple in black and white)'A pace to the rear with the left foot ,
and one to the right with the right. ·
Of course if you don't think deeply ,
you do it without a hitch ;
You have only to know your right and left.
and remember which is which;
But as soon as you try to be careful,
you get in the deuce of a plight
With a 'pace to the right with the left foot
and one to the rear with the right.·
In my dreams the Sergeant, the Kaiser,
and Kipling mix my feet,
Saying 'East is left and Right is Might,
and never the twain shall meet.·
In my nightmare squad all files are odd,
and their forms are terribly queer,
With a 'pace to the le ft with the front foot,
and one to the right with the rear.·
- Frank Sidgwick.
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Graduates of the Military Department
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The University of Dayton Rifle Team

,

The U. D. Rifle team, during the 1927 season, went through a heavy
schedule very successfully, firing a total of 28 matches, winning 22 and losing
but 6. The six teams defeating the Flyers were Ohio State University, Akron
University, University of Pennsylvania, Kentucky University, Culver Military Academy and Indi ana University. Of these, Akron and Ohio State were
later defeated by Dayton in the 5th Corps Area Match.

I

As a result of Dayton's fine showing in this last named match the team was
entered as one of four to represent this Corps Area in the National Intercollegiate Championships in which from 30 to 40 of t he country's best rifle
t eams are entered every year.

11

At this writing the U. D . team has finished the firing of this match, and
having made a score of 7744, 60 points more than they were able to amass in
the 5th Corps Area Match, we may expect to find Dayton's rifle team ranking
among the best when the final result is made known .
During the course of the year Dayton defeated Connecticut A C.; Denison
University, University of California, Western Maryland College, M ichigan
State Coll ege, Davidson Col lege, University of Oregon, Massachussets A. C.;
Gettysburg College, University of Nevada, Northwestern University, Utah
A. C., Wofford College and Creighton University .
Walter J. Bucher, captain of the team, was the winner for the second consecutive year of the F. W . Williams Cup, given each year to t he champion rifle
shot of Dayton University . To win this t itle and honor Captain Bucher
a massed during the season the impressive total of 36 15 out of a possible 3800
points. Other members whose scores exceed 3500 are:). D esch (3577); E .
Stenger (3575); E . Kenfield (3552); and H. Lang (3528).
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PUBLICATIONS
Such little, puny things are words in rhyme,
Poor, feeble loops and strokes as frail as hairs;
You see them printed here and mark their chime,
And turn to your more durable affairs.
Yet on such petty tools the poet dares
To run his race with mortar, bricks and lime,
And draws his frail stick to the point, and stares
To a im his arrow at the heart of Time.

Intangible, yet pressing, hemming in,
The measured emptiness engulfs us a ll,
And yet he points his paper javelin
And sees it eddy, waver, turn and fall,
And feels, between delight and trouble torn,
The stirring of a sonnet still unborn .
- Christopher Morley.

L_
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THE 1927 DA YTONIAN
The 1927 Daytonian is an accomplished fact. Another page has been
written into the book of college life since t he last appearance of the Annua l.
Many things have come to pass si nce that day in a ut umn when the old boys
renewed their acqua inta nce with fam ili ar persons and p laces, while the newer
boys were being initiated into coll ege li fe as it is lead outside the movies.
It has been the a im of the com pi lers of t his book to give you, in brief form ,
t he principal events of the past season. In a school possessing so many and
varied activit ies it is impossible to give a summary of everyth ing. In fact such
a resume would not be of va lue for many of the things d iscussed would be of
interest to only a few . W ith such a v iewpoint in mind we have aimed to lay
specia l stress on the things wh ich m ost interest the average coll egE' man.
We h ave worked on the idea t h at everyone loves beautiful work, whether it
be in nature, on canvas or in marble. As a necessary consequence the a rt
design and \VOrkmanship rece ived foremost attention . Too much praise cannot be given to Mr. Sanchez for the great amount of his time and effort spent in
making this important part of the book the success that it is.
To John Will goes t he cred it for the excellence of the literary gems found in
the open ing pages of the book, and for the t ime and research necessary to
procure poems suitable fo r the various section headings.
The Preparatory Department is well represented in th is its farewell number of the Dayton ian . T he severance of the two departments will be begun
next September when the day-student contingent of the Preps will be accommodated at the present Notre Dame Academy. The Prep Annua l staff under

l
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the direction of MrJ ohn Danis worked intelligentl y and devotedly to accomplish
the task of successfully digesting the Prep activities
Football has again received the lion 's share of the athletic section. This is
in keeping with the wonderful record which the Flyers have been able to make
on the gridiron. Track, this year, with its advance to the standing of a major
s port, has been g iven the same prominence as the other major sports, football ,
basketball and baseball.
The future Daytonians we leave to the good will a nd sincere co-operation
ol the undergraduates. May they eclipse our success of this year with better
art, more originality and greater financial gain . ·

Staff of 1927 Daytonian
Herma nj . Reboulet _________________________ ____________ _____ _________ __ __Editor in Chief
C ha rles E. Brennan ______________________________ __ _______ ________ _____ _Business Manager
Lowell C. George ___________________________________________________ _Advertising Manager
Lawrence Bentz ___ ______ _____ __ _____________________ ________ __________ ___Associate Editor
Joseph E. Keller _____________________ _____________________ ____ _Associate Business Manager
D. H erbert Abel__ _______ ___ __ ___________ _________________ __ ______ __ ______Faculty Advisor
J . F. Sanchez ___ ____ ____ _____ __ ____ _____ ______ _____________ _____ ___ ______ ___ __ Art Editor
j ohn T. Conoboy ___________________________________________________ ________ Sports Editor
john F. Will__ ________________ ____________________________ _______________ _Literary Editor
Joseph M. Unger _____ ____ ______ ___________ ____ _________ ____ __ ____________ __Organizations
J ohn A. Retter ________________________________________________________________ _Calender
William H . Adams ___ ____________________________ ___________________ ____ _______ _Calender
Paul McClellan ______________ ___ _____ ___ ___________________ __ ____________ ______ _S eniors
William A. N unn ____________________________ __ ________ ____ ______________ _____ __ _Juniors
Edwin J. Yagow __________________________ _____________ ____ __ ________ Military Department
W. H . Kappeler ____ _______________________ ____ _______ __ ___ ___ _________ _______ _Snapshots
Robert J . O'Brien __________________________________________________________ __ ___ Humor
Robert C. R enner ___________________________________________________________ _Accountant
j ohn J. Danis . _____________ ___ _________________ ___ ________ ___ ____ ___ _____ ___Prep E ditor
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The University of Dayton Exponent
The University of Dayton Exponent is the medium whereby the students
of the University of Dayton can express to the outside world as well as to the
student body their intellectual initiative. It is the guage by which our creative
efforts are judged by other institutions.
The staff of the University Expon ent represents the intelligensia of the
school, a term which they have earned by reason of their movements for p lacing
the cultured arts on a higher plane.
All editors and contributors to the Exponent form what is termed the
Exponent Club. It is the fond hope of the Rev. John C Gunzelman, facu lty
advisor, to establish this Exponent Club as the honorary scholarship society of
the school and to affil iate it with one of s imilar national organizations. At the
present time everything points favorably to the s uccessfu l adoption of this
plan. Certain it is that such a move would receive the hearty endorsement of
the faculty and student body.
This year the Exponent celebrated the twenty fifth anniversary of its
foundation by turning over its pages to some of the old grads who had helped
to found it. Their noble response with contributions proved that the spirit of
the Exponent is still identified with t heir hearts and h as found a place even in
their careers.
The Exponent Club may be justifiably proud of its periodical this year.
Special thanks are due to the Rev. John C Gunzelman and to the members of
the Junior Arts C lass who were mostly responsible for the successes achieved .
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The University of Dayton News
Reflecting the life of the campus. That is the mission and the achievement
of the University of Dayton News. Although the staff of this year's News was
not organized until December they proved themselves possessed of a certain
dynamic power to make up in quality what they lacked in quantity.
Being at once the most frequent and in consequence thereof the most
popular of student publications, the issues of the News are eagerly looked
forward to both by the students and by our companion colleges. A program
of expansion for the News of 1928 has been suggested to the President of the
University and the staff is eagerly awaiting his acceptance of the proposal.
This year's staff includes: John T Conoboy, Editor ; Eugene J Nolan,
Associate Editor ; Eugene E. Hug, Circulation Mgr. ; D. Herbert Abel, Managing Editor; Robert W . Bergan, Miss Mary C Brennan, Lowell C George,
Francis Abena, Herbert Hirsch, William Teasdale, Douglass Finn, Clement
K erner, Edwin). Yagow, Henry Hayes, N orbert Miller, Thomas M. R yan,) r. ,
Sylvester Huser and Elmer Glassmeye r.
On the exchange list are found the Gonzaga Bulletin of Spokane Washington , the Northeastern News of Boston Mass. , the Tomahawk of Holy Cross
College ; the Black and Magenta of Muskingum College ; the Wooster Voice of
Wooster College ; the Northern Review of Ohio Northern University ; the
Cincinnati Bearcat of University of Cincinnati and the Tan and Cardinal of
Otterbein College.
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The University News Service Department
K eeping the U niversity of D ayton before the eyes of the public. That in
b rief is t he a im of t he News Serv ice Depa rtmen t. Bu t while t he obj ect of t he
department m ay be st a t ed in qu it e s imp le t erms, st ill the d uties incumbent
upon it a re m a nifo ld.
R eporting th e p rogress of t he va rious ath letic t eams in th eir training,
practice a nd gam es is in itself no sma ll t ask . Acid to this the p roper covering of
t he m a ny-sided phases of ext ra curricu lar acti v ity on the University campus and
you h ave a rea l job on your ha nds.
Newspapers t hroughou t the country, m oreover, a re furnished wit h interestin g bits of n ews which transpire on the cam p us. Other collegiat e n ews organs
a re ser ved in like m ann er by the pu blicity d epa rtmen t which sends o ut weekly
b ulletins of cam p us activities.
The University B uilder, the periodica l of the Ex t ension D ep a r tm ent of the
University, is a lso affilia ted wit h the ews Serv ice D epa rtment. This period ica l
reports on t he build ing p rogram of the U ni vers ity a nd aims to keep t he A lumni
in m ore active touc h wit h the school.
All in a ll, t h e News Serv ice Staff leads a busy life. On e must h ave some
inclina tion for j ourna list ic work, som e undefinable love of the sm ell of printer's
ink in order to becom e a devot ed worker in th e ews Serv ice D epartment.
T h e st a ff this year, under t h e direction of D . H er bert Abel includes, J o hn
T. Conoboy, H erald correspondent ; Simon B u rick, News correspondent ; Paul
Moorm a n , J ournal correspon den t; a nd R ay ) . G rdina a nd Thom as M . Ryan ,
) r., out -of-town correspondents.
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MUSIC and DRAMA
Out of the da rkness fl ash me a song
B righ t ly dark a nd darkly bright;
Let it sweep as a lone star sweeps along
The mystical shadows of the night.
Sing it sweet,
Where nothing is drear, or dark, or dim
And earth-song soars into h eavenly h ymn.
- Father Ryan.

As Lear I poured forth the deep imprecation
By m y daughter of kingdom a nd reason deprived
Till, fired by loud p la ud its and self-adulation,
I regarded m yself as a Garrick rev ived.
- Lord Byron.
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The University of Dayton Band
The Un iversity of Dayton Band of 1926-27 was again one of the leading
organizations on the campus. Following a custom outlined years ago, Brother
Louis Vogt taught the members the music necessary for rallies, games and
parades. His ability to do this was demonstrated most conclusively d uring the
football season, when the band played at all the games. On these occasions
real entertain ment was provided for the followers of the Red and Blue. It
was during this time, a lso, that the Band made its annual trip to Cincinnati
and there showed off to great advantage. In the trip to St. Henry, Ohio, where
it participated in a Holy Name Parade, the Band showed the religious side of
its musical training.
However, to be an outstanding organization, the Band had to do more
than the routine activ ities usually performed by such organizations. Wit h
this in mind, Bro. Louis started drill in the works of the great masters. After
several months of intensive preparation the Band was ready for the supreme
test, the concert. This concert was held at the Victory Theater, Sunday
evening, March twentieth. To say that the concert was a success is to put it
mildly, for everyon e was loud in his praise of Bro. Louis a nd his Band.
Too much credit cannot be given to the guiding genius of this organization.
Bro. Louis has directed the efforts of musically inclined students since 1904
a nd has made a great reputation for himself and for the school. He has seen
the Band grow from a small group to the grand concert organiza tion that it is
today. All the glory that was extended the Band and its d irector Bro. Louis
was well deserved. We wish them many successful years to come.
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The University of Dayton Orchestra
When the first rehearsal of the year for the orchestra was called it was a
rather disappointing sight. For instead of the great number of students and
faculty members that usually attended this organization there were only about
twenty members in all from which to form a School Orchestra. However
Brother Louis was neither disheartened nor discouraged. Remembering the
trials of former years with small groups and the eventual success that attended
his efforts, he bent all his energy to the study for which he is famous .
The results of these labors were soon to be seen. For the football season
was hardly over when the Orchestra was called upon to appear in public. As a
supplement to the plays of the Little Theatre the Orchestra was frequently
called upon. As an addition to the evenings' entertainment there is no doubt
but that the Orchestra carried out its part to the utmost.
Like the Band, however, the members of this organization are fitted for
other things than accompanying stage productions. On May J 8, the Orchestra,
at the request of Dr. Kuhlman, played at the Gibbons Hotel for the banquet of
the Alumni of the American Catholic College in Rome. During this festival the
Orchestra devoted itself to Italian Airs and all forms of the Mediterranean
strains. Once more Brother Louis showed himself a master of his art and everyone was quite pleased with the entertainment. Yet the director is already
worrying about the appearances of next year. We wish him more glory to come.
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The University of Dayton Student Orchestra
Founded and fostered by Brother Louis Vogt, another organization ,
besides the Band and University Orchestra, was prominent during the past
year. These students, who make it a specialty to play music appropriate to
this day and age, found instant popularity with the Student Body at the Student Night Showings of the Little Theatre. The first appearance of this
organization was at the li vely Footba ll Banquet. From that time the music of
the Orchestra was in constant demand. The members demonstrated their
abi lity to adj ust themselves to any occasion, for they played any where, and at
any time they were cal led.
Besides the Banquet, the Student Orchestra appeared at the Soldi ers
Tuberculosis Home, the State Hospital , and on numerous other occasions.
Each appearance increased the popularity of this little group and soon it had
more requests than it could possibly fill. In an effort to keep these requests
to a normal stand ing it was announced that this Orchestra would p lay on ly for
Civic, Charitable, and Un iversity functions.
The star of this little Orchestra was Richard "Dickie" Miller. Th is
follower of the Fox-Trots made his cornet do some fine "talking." "Jim"
Reed was the original "wailer" of the bunch and gave to it the Jazz art. Around
these are grouped the foll owing: John Krick, at the violin; John Gabel at the
trombone ; "Barry" Dwyer at the bass; "Vine" Holl at the traps; "Johnny"
Wetzel at the piano and Francis "Staley" Gabel as the student inspiration .
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THE HAWAIIAN QUINTET
Here they are folksl The boys who have entertained you \\'ith their
p la in tive, nati ve mus ic a nd s inging on various special occasions.
T his famous quintet, orga ni zed by George Freitas in the ea rl y part of the
past scholastic year, just for their own amusement and pleasure, has met with
such uni versa l approva l a nd their str ides for wa rd have been so rapid , t hat
t hey are now recognized amongst the most popular entertainers in Southern
Ohio. They fi rst came in to prominence by their p layi ng at U ni versity functions, where t he pleasing interpretat ions of the ever popular Hawaii an m elod ies, immediately captured t he hearts of t heir audience, and t heir fame soon
spread beyon d the prec incts of the University campus.
The next st ep forward followed shortly afterward , when they took to t he
air, broadcasting from WSMK the local station and WLW of Ci ncin nati. Here
their efforts met with even heartier applause as th e numerous telegrams, letters
a nd phone ca lls t hat they received from radio bugs throughout t he nation, wil l
t estify .
As a result of their ethereal performances, there followed an unhera lded
demand for their services at local club ba nq uets and dinners until at the writing
there are but a few noon day clubs in the city who do not boast of having had
our artists entertain them at one of their funct ions.
If the past can be used as any indication of what the future holds for our
qu intet, one n eed not be surprised to find them gracing t he foot lights of the
vaudev ill e stage, sometime in the future. This last we do not consider to be
far away, as already offers h ave been made them.
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"KICK IN"

I

I,

Opening the past season with a crook p lay proved to be just the necessary
impetus to crysta llize the various d ivided dramatic interests into one tangible
working whole. ..Kick In" by Willard Mack was as sensat ion a l but still as
absorbingly interest ing an opus as the Little Theatre cou ld h ave possibly secured.
Revolv ing a round t h e implication of a reformed crook wi th the theft of a
d iamond necklace, it presented the usual police methods in such cases, incl uding the double crossing detective, the dope fiend, t he hysterical sweetheart
of t h e robber and others.
T h e long roles of the reformed crook and his wife were taken by the
director, D. H erbert Abel a nd M iss Rosem a rie Abel but without a doubt the
prize bit of acting fell to John Meresicky in the role of Charley Cary, t he dope
Meresicky lived the role of Charley Cary if ever parts are lived in amateur
production . His sincerity in the role was for Jong the comment of the campus
and marked him as one of the outstanding " finds" of the year .
The police were represented by Kenneth Henderson as Comm issioner
Garvey and DeWitt Ash ton as the doub le-c rossing detective, "Whip" Foga rty.
Henderson , in h is first appearan ce with the Little Theatre, showed exceptiona ll y
well while Dee Ashton was his old self in the none too likeable role he was cast.
M rs. H erbert Abel as Memphis B essie, a confidence woman, M iss Alta
Arden as an Irish Housekeeper and Miss Margaret Ballard as her outspoken
daughter prov ided com edy relief while M iss Loretta Michel added a touch of
melodrama in her rav ings over the death of the crook, h er sweetheart.
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''APPLESAUCE''
"The whole wor ld loves app lesauce- you like it, I li ke it, everybody likes
it . When you hear me flattering a man , you know its flattery , but it isn ' t
flattery to the man I'm telling it to ."
So says Bil McAllister, the hero of "Applesauce," the lad with sunshine
in his heart and smil e, but without a cent in his pockets . Smili ng his way
through li fe, with nothing to back him beyond a bubblin g good natu re, he
works wonders with the heart of Hazel Robinson , whic h hi s wea lthy and arrogant ri va l Rollo Jenkins, failed to do.
An American comedy of the great Amer ican fa mil y li fe a nd its troub les
replete with littl e tragedies and b igger comed ies, t his pla y proved a n entertainment fest of two a nd a h a lf ho urs that has been se ldom equ a ll ed at the
University .
John Ca r roll in the title role of Bill McAll ister was better than on any
p rev io us appearance. The part was litera ll y written for Carro ll. Ou r juven ile
had a certa in ease a nd grace of carr iage and undefinable whims ica l persona li ty
that made the part fai rl y seem to li ve.
As Rollo) en k ins, the arrogrant wea lthy snob, who is a ri va l for t he hand of
Hazel , J ohn Meresicky once aga in fe ll into a part that su ited his type of cha racter juven il e.
The leading fema le role of Hazel Rob inson was essayed by M iss Rosemarie Abel. Comb ining exce llent stage presence with quiet restra in t, she
acqu itted herse lf we ll of a difficu lt straight ro le. Of espec ia l note was her close
resembla nce in interpretat ion , to the m ethod of cha racterization employed
by Miss Viv ian Robin , creator of the rol e in the professional product ion
1

Mrs. Herbert Abe l as the drudgi ng ho usew ife, Mr. and Mrs . Joseph Abe l
as the qua rreling parents, and Robert Be rgan as the politica l ward leader
added their comedy to the whole .
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"AN EVENING WITH SHAKESPEARE"
Endeavoring to add a little cf culture and classical refinement to their past
achi evements, the Little T heatre next produced an evening of Shakesperean
scenes drawn from three plays of the great bard.
T he Merchant of Venice, Julius Caesar and King Richard III , were the
three plays selected. Joseph J . Abel, father of the d irector and a gradua t e of
the class of ·93 , was the featured performer, portraying in succession the roles
of Shylock, Marc Antony and Richard of Gloucester.
Mr. Abel reached the heighth of his interpretative triumph in the last
named, a lthough his venomous J ew in the opening selections was a c lose second
to the. favorite.
Kenneth H enderson stood outstanding among the student actors in his
vi ril e interpretat on of Brut us. On the whole, the selections from Julius
Caesar were m ost agreeably received due no doubt to the strength of d ia logue
of the scenes chosen therefrom and to the fam ili arity of t he a ud ience with the
play .
S upporting Mr. Abel in his role of S h ylock were Thomas Gallagher as
Antonio, J ohn Meresicky as Bassanio, T homas Dougherty as Gratiano, DeWitt
Ashton as the Duke of Venice, Miss Rosemarie Abel as Portia and Miss Thelma
Griefmeder as erissa .
In the scenes from Richard III , Mrs. J oseph Abel gave a queenly restraint
to the role of Queen Anne in her beth rothal to t he villa inous Duke of G loucest er.
T hose playing minor roles included: Messrs. James DeYanney, Robert
Bergan , John Bruck, Francis Schneider, T homas Rya n, John Cra ig, J ohn
Henahan, M ilton Roberts a nd the Misses Alma Lou Craft and Loretta M ic hel.
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"THE BAD MAN"
Laid in the picturesque setting of a ranch house on the border of the Rio
Grande, "The Bad Man ," produced in January of this year, possessed a very
interesting if somewhat impossible story, satirical in nature upon the customs
and laws of this great United States.
Pancho Lopez, a bandit, believing in no law, no custom, no convention
which he does not make for himself, visits the ranch of Gilbert Jones and finds
there two men, bigger robbers than he but with the law on their side sanctioning
their actions. How he takes the law into his own hands and rights conditions
is the basis of the plot of this play.
As Pancho, Thomas Gallagher gave a near professional performance of an
extremely long dialect role. His nonchalant bearing and kindly patient arrogance added greatly to his interpretation. As his right hand man, Pedro, a gun
weilder of unerring aim, he had none other than the Varsity fullback, Jim
Grace.
The two American bad men of the piece were portrayed by John Bruck, the
wife-beating husband , and Kenneth Henderson, the loan shark.
There was little opportunity for the juveniles, John Carroll and Thomas
Dougherty, to display their wares. Both, however, acquitted themselves
nicely of the colorless parts entrusted to them .
Mirth and laughter a-plenty came with the appearance and characterization ot the invalid Uncle Henry, played by Joseph Abel , whose loose and
garrulous tongue kept all participants in constant hot water.
Miss Griefmeder as leading lady played her toneless role well while Mrs .
Joseph Abel added an effective bit as a drunken Mexican cook.
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"WE'VE GOT TO HAVE MONEY."
Rousing farce comedy got the call for completing the season of the University Little Theatre when, in February, Edward Laska's farce of college men in
the brain promoting business was produced.
Picture a young chap, wealthy but without the desire for a college education meeting an industrious but poor student. Picture him changing names
with the poor lad. And then p icture the anger of the rich youth's guardian
when he discovers the fraud on his ward's commencement day. The result- a
disinherited young chap who immediately sets up in a new business, a business
of promoting inventors and geniuses.
Of course it turns out as all good stories do, but not until after three acts
replete with side aching me rriment.
·
Thomas dougherty carried off laurels that will stay with him long as a
result of his interpretation of Dave Farnum, the young sport who heads the
promotion company. A real "find" was Dougherty, whose knowledge of
fa rcica l tempo and his great memory wou ld have delighted the heart of any
stock director.
A la rge supporting cast assisted Dougherty in his effort Among the
juveniles were John CarrolI, John Bruck and] ohn Meresicky, of whom Meresicky
was particularly good as the bashful and backward but industrious student.
The leading lady, Miss Adelaide Kuhl, and her guardian, De Witt Ashton,
were both well cast. Among the character comedy parts were the barber
inventor, Peter B . Best, the shoemaker, Joseph J . Abel, the French inventor,
John Craig, and others including James Grace, James DeVanney, Robert
O'Brien, Eugene Nolan, John V. McGarry, George Kramer and Alex Garland.
Female parts besides the lead included Misses Rosemarie Abel, M a rtha
Dwyer, Monica Rauen , and Alma Lou Craft.
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DANCES
Full many a q uiet, modest man
About this time of year,
Perceives b y sudden evidence
His popularity's immense,
And he's a man of consequence
With girls both fa r and near.
What cordial notes fro m many m aids,
Disdainful once, a re his ;
H e's asked to visit Welle ley
And Smit h with fl attering freq uency,
With bids from Vassar, t oo ; dear me ,
How popu la r he is'
Perhaps at first these things seem stra nge,
But really it's quite c lear;
There is no cause for wonderment
About the goa l of their intent,
The reason 's very evident- T he Senior Prom is near .
- Y ale R ecord .

l
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FOOTBALL DANCES
In order to honor the "Flyer Football Squad" this year, as has been the
custom in the past, the Senior Class met at the beginning of the year and
selected a committee of seven men, consisting of Lowell C. George, chairman,
William H . Adams, William P . Carolan, Herman J. Reboulet, Robert C.
Renner, Lawrence H. Stember and ) oseph M . Unger to conduct a series of
dances during the football season.
In a ll, three dances were held . The first was given at Triangle Park after
the opening game of the season with Bowling Green, on Saturday September 25.
The "Revelers" a ten piece orchestra was secured to play for this dance. The
dance was so successfull y conducted and so pleasing to the patrons that it was
next to impossible to accommodate the number that attended the fo llowing two
dances.
The second dance was given at the Hotel Miami after the Haskell Indian
game, on Saturday October 17. Truly a record breaking crowd came to trip
the light fantastic toe to the tune of "Clifford Curtner's" orchestra . No one
has ever been able to decipher how so many people got on the ballroom floor at
one time.
The third and fina l, a "Victory Dance," was held at Forest Gables, after
the Quantico Marine game, which was the last game of the season, on Saturday
November 27. "Ken Middaughs" orchestra furnished the music for the occasion. This dance was a program dance, being dedicated especially to those
twelve men who played their last college game.
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THE "D" DANCE
The annual "D" dance as sponsored by the Monogram Club was, perhaps,
the most prominent of the school-year's social activities. The music and
decorations together with the program were ideal for such an occasion. The
committee, pictured above as well as the chaperones, are surely to be complimented on their most successful efforts in beha lf of this affair.
The dance, which was an event of Feb. 21, was held at the "G reystone"
ballroom. A monstrous "D" was erected in the center of the floor , through
which the merry crowd of students and alumni with their best friend in arm
passed during the grand march . The "D" was the prominent feature throughout the whole decorative scheme which was very elaborate and well thought out,
adding materially to the a lready beautiful interior. Red carnations, as a mark
of distinction were pinned on the coat lapel of all letter-men present . The
dances , as tabulated in the program, were unique in this that they were named
after the eleven graduating football lettermen of the class of '27.
It is certain ly to be regretted that such good times will soon be so much
histcry to us . However, such an affair as the "D" dance will always stand out,
in our memory , as one really good time we experienced wh il e still numbered
among the students at our alm a mater.
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THE MILITARY BALL
On the night of) anuary 20 the M iami Hotel was host to one of the greatest Military dances in its history. The spac ious ball room was appropriately
decorated in the colors of our nation and our school. T he flags and pennants
were set up in prominent p laces and made a very impressive appearance.
Mike Hauer's orchestra made its debut into Univers ity circles on t hat
night and they performed their part of the ceremony to the satisfaction of
everyone present. The feature of the dance was the novel way in which the
programs were arranged. Since dances are sometimes referred to as ·'struggles,··
these dances were named after some of the "big struggles" in which our nation,
at some time or another, was engaged. The gran d march was dubbed "Pass In
Review." Following this came the battles of "Bunker Hil l," " Saratoga,"
"Yorktown," "Buena Vista," "Bull Run," " Antietam," "Gettysburg,"
"Vicksburg," "St. M ihiel," and "Meuse Argonne. " Then after all these
historical battles were finished there came "Peace," indicating that the dance
was at an end . Immed iately following the fifth dance a n Armistice was declared to enable the dancers to heed the ca ll of "Mess" which was sounded at
this time.
The committee in charge of this dance was composed of m embers of the
Cadet Officers Club: Wil liam Carolan, Thomas Durkin, George Kramer,
Charles Pfarrer, and W illiam Teasdale.
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THE SENIOR FAREWELL COMMITTEE
The final and crowning event of the social season of t he year 1926-27 wil l
a lways be considered to be the Senior Farewell held at the Dayton Country
Cl u b on May 25.
T he comm ittee in charge of t he arrangements has outdone itself in t he
planning of details for t his greatest of t he year's senior proms.
Picture if you can the in trinsic intimate exclusiveness of the Dayton
Country Club coupled with its unmistakable collegiate atm osphere. Picture a
one hundred percent attendance of all your friends with their sweethearts or
s isters decked in a ga laxy of colors adding warmth and beauty to the scene.
Picture the extensive decorations recalling to mind the best memories of your
college clays.
P ictu re yourself in this throng, glid ing to the strains of the best orch estra
t hat could possibly be secured. Imagine the sweet strains of this orchestra
wa fted by the spring breezes carrying you on with its melodious chords.
Picture the delight of your young lady friend at her "cute littl e favor , ..
h er rem embrance of the occasion . Picture yourself inscribing you r programs ,
your keepsakes of this event.
If you can p icture all this you will realize the effort that has been expended
by t his committee to provide a novel festive occasion for you and your friends,
an occasion to be remembered as a fitting climax to the activities of the soc ial
season .
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A BIT OF SOCIETY

I

Throughout the scholastic year of 1926-27, there was an earnest endea vor
on the part of the va rious clubs and societies at the Un iversit y to promote a
fee ling of associat ion among the students and to add to their general education
as well.
Without a doubt the students of the University of Dayton ma y rest assured
that this past scholastic year offered them a series of unequalled attractions.
It was a scholastic year th at brought nothi ng but the best, for the undaun ted
efforts of the various clubs and societies surpassed a ll barriers and succeeded
in giv ing us a new and va ried outlook on the inner circles of college life.
The Commerce Club following its former policy of combining activiti es,
increased its enroll ment and warrants the praise of a ll for the banquets and
talks that were arranged by its officers. The two principal banquets were held
at the Grey Manor, the first, December 7 at which Mr. Clegg of the B . L E.
of Cleveland Ohio spoke, and the second March 24, when three prominent Dayton business men, Messrs. Lee, Ames and Carroll gave the students t he practical aspects and needs of the business world.
The A. S. C E, Academia, Exponent and Spanish American C lu bs entertained with smokers, instructive tours and practical motion picture demonstrations.
The dances sponsored by the Senior C lass added a much needed stimulus
to the nrst semester and were well attended. The most noteworthy were
September 25, the Freshma n We lcome at Triangle Park; October 16, Homecoming at the Hotel Miami; and November 27, Quantico at Forest Gables. Music
for the occasions were furnished by the Revelers, CliffCurtner and Ken Mi ddaugh r espect ive ly. The year of l 926 was fittingly closed by the Testimonial
Football banquet at the Hotel Gibbons on December 16.
During the second semester the Littl e Theatre Club was particul arly
active, producing four p lays for our entertainment.
Foll owing out the precedents of former yea rs in having at least one maj or
soc ial event a month , the Officers Club held the Military Hop Janua ry 20 at
the Hotel Miami , wh il e the Monogram Club gave their annua l "D" Dance at
the Greystone.
The Band Club furn ished the outstanding event of March by giving their
third annual concert at the Victory Theatre. The flashy U. D . Orchestra, not
to be outdone, p layed before a la rge a nd appreciative audience at the National
Military Home Tubercular Hospital.
Space does not permit indi v idual m ention of all the social and educational
occasions. Suffice it to say then that the crowning socia l event of the season
was the Senior Farewell held at the Dayton Country Club on May 25.
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THE CATHOLIC STUDENTS MISSION CRUSADE
Un iversity of Dayton was chosen by t he Catholic Students M ission Crusade as t he seat of t he F ifth Genera l Con vention whic h was held from J une 2 5-28,
1926.
T he Convent ion was a g reat re ligious a nd ed uca tiona l t ri u m ph fo r t he
C rusade. Qui te a cosm opoli tan atmosphere pervaded t he ca m pus d uring t h is
t ime. Representat ives from Arct ic A laska , from t he O rient, from India, in
fact fro m practica ll y every continen t on t he face of t he globe, came to Dayton
for t he gathering of mi ssionary leaders.
P rominen t among t hese fore ign v isitors we re Msgr . Sylvester Espelage,
Vicar Apostolic of W ucha ng C hin a, a nd M r. Lo Pang Ho, noted C hi nese lay
apostu late leader.
Miss ion a ry leaders of America inc luded t he R t. Rev . Msgr. Will iam
Quin n, Na t iona l D irector of the Society for t he Propagation of the Fa it h, a nd
Rev. Dr. M ichael Ma this of t he Catholic U ni vers ity of America.
The episcopacy was represented by our own Arch b ishop, the Most Rev .
John T. McN icholas, by H is Lordship, Rt. Rev. Francis J . Beckman, Bishop of
L incoln, a nd by the Rt. Rev. J ohn J . Swint, Bishop of Wheeling.
Pagean try p layed a n importan t pa rt in the proceed ings of t he Con ven t ion
when t he C rusade R itua l of In itiation was exemp lified in Dayton's stad ium .
More t ha n fou r hund red studen t c rusaders m arched in sym bolical costumes of
the Age of C hi va lry a nd p ledged t heir hearts to t he Service of the missions.
A specia l featu re of this pagean t was t he outdoor benediction serv ice, with
the Rt. Rev.John J. Swin t as celebran t. T he fina l charge to the cand idates was
delivered by Monsignor Qu inn.
A specia l program of M ission p lay lets was a lso p resen ted in the N. C R.
Schoolhouse. Both enterta in men ts were well attended by t he Ca tholic laity
of t he city.
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The University Religious Organization
General Officers
Gen eral Presiden t- Lowell George
Genera l Secret a ry- J oseph Keller
Gen eral Moderat or- Rev. J ohn G unzelma n
Group A- Senior Arts, Commerce and
Engineering

Group E- Sophomore Commerce and
Finance
Moderato r- R ev. C ha rles Preisinger
P residen t- R obert Bergk
Vice-President -) ohn W ill
Secretary- E dgar McBride
Treasurer- T heod ore H . H offman
Group F - Sophomore Engineer s

M od e rator- R ev. George R enneker
Presiden t- L owell George
Vice-Presiden t - R obert R en ner
Sec'y and Treasurer- Anton io Cobia n

Moderator-Brother F red H artwick
P resident -H oward Crush
Vice-President- ) oseph Pa rk
Secretary-) oseph R . D esch
T reasurer- M ichael Moran

Group B- Junior Arts
M od e rator- R ev. F rancis Kunneckc
P resident- E. Nola n
Secreta ry- J oseph Kell e r
Group C- Junior Commer ce a nd Engineers
Mod erator- R ev. J ohn G unzelman
P resident- J ohn Ca rro ll
Vice-P resident - L ouis G itzinger
Secret a ry-J a mes Tancred
T reasurer- J ohn Bramlage

Group G - Freshman Arts and
Medics
Moderator- B rother Thomas P rice
President- ) ohn Schu ler
Vice-P resident-George Weber
Secretary- Charles Maxwell
Treasu rer-William Schmidter

Pre-

Group H - Freshman
Finance

a nd

Commer ce

Moderator- Broth er H erman Brendel
President-Maurice J. Cost ello
Secretary- Edwa rd L ange
Treasurer-Walter R eiling

Group D- Sophomore Ar ts, Law a nd
Pre -Medics

GROUP I- Freshman Engineers

Mod erator- Brother Francis M olz
President-Sylvest e r Huser
Vice-P resident- Francis Sauer
Secreta ry- Norbert Mi ller
Treasurer- David Costello

Moderator- B rother Francis J. O'Reilly
P resident-George Weed
Vice-Presid en t- ) oseph N euhoff
Secreta ry- A. Westerkamp
Treasurer- P. Gleason
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The Doctor D. G. Reilly Oratory Contes t
The annual contest for the Dr. D. G. Reilly prizes in Oratory was held in
the University Auditorium, Monday April 11. These annual prizes accrue to
the University as interest on an endowment established in perpetuity by
Doctor Reilly for the furtherance of public speak ing among the students.
An exceptional array of oratorical talent was exhibited in the contest this
year . Four of the contestants were members of the Arts and Letters Col lege
while the remaining two entered were students of Engineering.
A note of patriotism was contained in practically a ll th e orations, and a
wide range of subjects was treated ranging from phillipics on the Constitution
to discussions on World Peace.
The gratitude of the student body is due the Rev . John C. Gunzelman,
S .M ., through whose direction the embryo orators received their training , and
also to the worthy judges who gave their valuable time and discerning judgment to decide the winners.
Judges for the contest were Hon . Chas.). Brennan, Rev . Dr.James MacDonald , and Dr . F. J . Driscoll.
DeWitt C. Ashton, speak in g on "The C itadel of Freedom- Our Constitut ion" won first prize of $30. Edgar Meyer won second honors and $20
with his oration on Alexander Hamilton, the master mind in the foundation of
the Constitution. "Education and World Peace" was so successfully handled
by George Iwashita as to merit him third p lace and a prize of $I 0.
The other less fortunate orators inclu ded Joseph Park, speaking on " Our
Modern Educat ion" and Francis Gabe l and Martin Haag whose topics "America Quo Vadis" and "A merican Ideals" were acceptably treated even if lacking a certain deftness of touch that usually comes on ly with expe rience.
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THE FEARLESS ORDER OF MOOT
Standing in the forefront of campus act1v1t1es
are the ever frequent assembl ies of the Fearless Order
of Moot. This is an enthus iast ic crowd of University of Dayton boosters wh ich opens its doors to any
a lumnus or friend of the University whose heart is
devoted to U. of D.
From its origin t hree years ago at t he suggestion of Matt F la nagan a nd the C hicago and Dayton Alumni it his grown
st ead il y until it h as now an internationa l reputation an d is the m ost popular
organ ization at the school.
Its motto is: "One For All a nd All For One-University of Dayton"
Officers of the organization are elect ed every two years . And in regard to
officers it is peculiar to note that the Moots do n ot use the names of President,
Vice President, Secretary, etc., but h ave adopted an unique, origina l and innovated m onenclature for their Fearless administ rators. And this is not even
a secret. For fu rther particulars address Dr. Bill Ryan, F. S . 0 . T. S care of
The Moots, Dayton Cave, University of Dayton.
The annual international convention of Moots from caves all over the
country is h eld at the Dayton Cave at Commencement in June of each year.
Initiations, ceremon ia ls a nd various other spotty issues of great importance are
discussed wit h much wind a nd relished with great interest by a ll Moots at this
time.
Principal among these are the closed meetings of the Fearless Directors
and the grand conclave of all the members and delegates from a ll parts of the
globe
Meetings at the Dayton Cave during the scholastic year are called by any
Moot wh o lights in town and then- the Moots roar. Of course previous advice
of the entry of a Brother Moot into Dayton is desired. The preparations for
th e meetings at Dayton are arduous and if Brother Moots from sister caves the
country over will get in touch with the Dayton Cave Administrators and adv ise
t he time of their com ing, a better t ime will usua ll y be had by a ll.
Once a Moot, a lways a Moot. Mootship carries with it an undying devotion to Alma Mater, a deathless fellowship and comaraderie between its
members.
Throughout the country are numerous caves affiliated with the Dayton
Cave of the Moots, the more prom inent on es being in Chicago, Cleveland,
Pittsburgh, Detroit and C incinnati. Each of these caves operates in much the
same fash ion as the loca l c hapter . . Meetings in other caves are conducted
period ica lly and are a lways characterized by enthusiasm, whole-hearted interest
in t he U. of D ., above a ll , a never-say-die support of all activities sponsored by
the Un iversity of Dayton .
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THE ACADEMIA
The Academia, now in its fifth year, is an association of upper-classmen at
the University, having for obj ect the interchange of ideas between the students
of the various departments. Every member must represent some subject of
study carried on at the University, but only one student may represent any one
subject. Thus the club forms an elite engaged in intellectual work outside of
class hours.
The membership was restricted to thirty, but the max imum number
reached this yea r was twenty-six, eighteen being seniors . The officers elected
last October were re-elected in January: Louis Mah rt, president; Frank
Belanich, Vice-president; Herman Reboulet, Secretary; Frank O'Brien,
Treasurer ; Lowell George, publicity director .
Meetings were held m onthl y and were devoted t o informal d iscussions
fol low ing prepared talks given by members of the Academia or of the faculty.
To further interest, the talks were illustrated with chalk diagrams, photographs,
pictures, s t ereoptican slides, moving pictures, models of a ll kinds, etc . Fourteen students and five professors gave talks on subjects that va ried as widely
as do the branches of study at the University. At one of the meetings, a debate
was staged between students of two departments with some of the Academia
acting as judges.
T he professors who spoke at the meetings were: Dr. U lrich J Rappel,
Mechanical R efrigerat ion ; Bro. T homas Burke, Appreciation of Art; Mr. E . B.
O'Leary, Stocks and Bonds as Investments ; Bro. Fred. Hartwich, Waste in
Industry; Dr. Francis Molz, Internal Secretions of Man .
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THE COMMERCE CLUB
For three years the Commerce C lub has been the binding link between
theo ry and practice in the College of Commerce. It h as been the laboratory of
the students of Commerce and Finance. Under t he Faculty supervision of
Professor O 'Leary many prom inent business and professional m en of Dayton
a nd the M iddle West have given addresses, read papers, and delivered lectures
on various subj ects of interest to the students of the club.
A series of banquets was held at the Gray Manor where men from the
General Motors, E lders ', Rikes', Frigidaire, a nd a number of other large concerns were the principa l speakers. Some of the subj ects featured by these men
were Advertising, Investments, Insta llment Selling, Psychology of Selling and
kindred subj ects.
The a im of the Commerce Cl u b has been to give the students of Commerce
a broader v iew of their field , to make them see the world of business through
the eyes of experienced business executives a nd to give them contact wit h m en
of affairs. A secondary a im of the club is to acqauint the students with the
necessity of being organ izers. The sam e spirit wh ich dominates the Rotary,
Civic and B usiness Men's clu bs has governed t he Commerce C lub .
T h e officers of the clu b are as follows:
Lawrence S tem ber, President ; Joseph O 'Connor, F irst Vice-President;
Douglas F inn, Second Vice-President ; Walter Reiling, Secretary; Maurice
Costello, Treasurer ; Mr. E . B . O 'Leary, Faculty Advisor.
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University of Dayton Chapter of the A. S. C. E.

11

The Student Chapter of t he American Society of Civil Engineers h as
entered on its second year of ex istence as a campus organ ization . Officia ll y
recognized by the parent Society in April 1926, the Chapter has grown to be
one of the most active Societies at the University. Membership is extended to
Senior, Junior, and Sophomore C ivil E ngineering Students. Quoting the constitu tion of the C hapter, "The a im a nd object of the organization is the professiona l improvement of its members and the encouragement of intercourse
wit h men of practica l science."
Semi-monthl y meetings proved a source of many excellent papers and
lectures, prepared by t h e members, on current engineering projects and developm ents. Numerous tours of inspect ion of plants and works, under construction
and in operation, in an d around the city of Dayton, were made . These tours
presented to t he students opportun ities rarely found so numerous and varied,
for the observation of practical examples of the application of class room t heory .
Quite a number of the Chapter members have availed themselves of the
invitation extended by the Local Section to atten d its monthly noon-day
meetings, h eld at t he Engineer's C lub. The Chapter was the recipient of a
treat in t he for m of a lectu re on March 2 by Mr. Wa llace D. Craig, of the
Asphalt Association, C hicago, on "Uses of Aspha lt For Highway Purposes."
T h e officers for the past year were: Mr. A ugust Cabrinha, President;
Mr. John Carroll, Secretary-Treasu rer; and Mr. Eugene Hug who with the
other t wo officers made up t he Executive Committee. As Faculty Advisor the
Chapter has the good fort une to possess Professor Bernard T. Schad, S.M , and
to his efforts the Chapter owes the major portion of its success.
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The University of Dayton Little Theatre
A steady growth of interest in dramatic art and histrionic interpretation
has resulted this year in the incorporation of the various dramatic clubs of the
University into one group, known as the University of Dayton Little Theatre .

This group , functioning under the faculty directorship of Mr. D. Herbert
Abel , is composed of regular and special students, who give their time and
services gratis to the furtherance of dramatics. All proceeds derived from the
various presentations are given to the University Extension Fund. The extent
of their generous work can best be measured financially from the fact that since
1922, approximately five thousand dollars have been donated to the University
from their pla ys.
Many of the most recent of Broadway successes have been essayed with
success by this group. Among the productions of this year are numbered such
hits as "Applesauce," "The Bad Man ," and "We' ve Got To Have Money ."
Only failure to secure amateur playing rights prevented the production of such
recent successes as "The Poor Nut," "Craig's Wife," anJ "Cradle Snatchers. · '
The presence of a professional stock company in Dayton is given as the reason
for not securing these later plays.
Officers of the organization are: President, Thomas Gallagher; VicePresident, John Meresicky; Executive Secretary, Thomas Dougherty ; Corresponding Secretary , Miss Alma Lou Kraft ; Treasurer, Miss Rosemarie Abel.
Members include: Misses Martha Dwyer, Thelma Griefmeder, Adelaide
Kuhl , Anna Long, Loretta Michel, Monica Rauen, Mary Heck, Marietta
Stomps ; Messrs . DeWitt Ashton, Joseph Abel , Robert Bergen, John Bruck,
John Carroll, John Craig, James Grace, John Henahan, Joseph Keller, George
Kramer, Joseph Reis , Eugene Nolan, John McGarry, Robert O'Brien, Thomas
Ryan, Jr.
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THE ENGINEERS CLUB
The Engineers Club was founded on November 5, 1925. The purpose of
the club. as set down at its conception , is twofold: to get the students of the
various engineering branches together for the interchange of ideas relative to
their respective fie lds of stud y , and secondly to secure prominent engineers to
give talks on engineering as it is actually carried on in the world today.
Membership in the club is extended to all upper class engineering students.
The c lu b, at present, has on its roll , members from the Chem ica l, C ivil ,
E lectrica l, and Mechan ica l Engineering Departments. When such a group
of young men get together, there naturally resu lts some heated discussions as
to the merits of projects in d ifferent fields However such discussion is beneficia l for it broadens the outlook of the engineer to include what is going on in
other places and in lines not exactly related to his own work.
As this artic le is being prepared negotiations arc under way for the annual
banquet to be held at the Engineers Club early in May . It is planned, if
possible, to have Mr . Thomas Midgley, the in ventor of ethy l gas, as the pr incipa l speaker at this banquet . The facu lty of the College of Engineering will be
guests of the Club and a successfu l closing of the. year is anticipated .
The officers of the C lu b for the past year were as fol lows· President, Eugene
Hug ; Vice-President, Herman Reboulet ; Secretary, John Carroll ; Treasurer,
Frank Pettinger .
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THE OFFICERS CLUB
The officers Club was organized in October 1926, after the assignment of
the cadet officers to the various positions in the battalion unit of the University.
The first active move of the club was the election of officers to direct its act1v1t1es. Cadet Lieut. August Cabrinhci was elected President, Cadet Lieut.
Frank Pettinger Vice-President, Cadet Captain Charles Pfarrer Secretary, and
Cadet Lieut. Thomas Durkin Treasurer. This club is the outgrowth of similar
clubs of past years, the movement being Etarted in 1917. Membership is
restricted to Cadet Officers who are to receive commissions as Second Lieutenants in the 0. R. C. at the termination of the school year.

.1
I

The object of the club is the promotion of military and social activities at the
school. The close association of the Cadet Officers with each other, brings
about a spirit of good fellowship and cooperation which makes for efficiency in
the R . 0 T. C. Unit. Much praise for this efficiency is due to Major Reinhardt and the regular army detail consisting of Captains Baker, Abrams,
Dedicke, Warrant Officer Kramer, Sergeant Kearney and Sergeant Manis.
Too much praise cannot be given these men for their untiring efforts in
behalf of the unit, and the Officers Club extends to them their appreciation for
their wonderful cooperation.
Following the tradition of former clubs a formal Military Hop was given
at the Hotel Miami on Jan . 20 1927. This affair rates well as becoming an
annual event. This years success can be atrributed to the hard and earnest
work of the dance committee composed of Cadet Officers Pfarrer, Teasdale,
Kramer a nd Carolan.
Without a doubt this years club has been a success, thanks to the untiring
zeal and cooperation of the student body and the officers of the regular army
detail. The Officers Club is proud of their accomplishments and wishes them
success and "aloha."
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THE MONOGRAM CLUB
The Monogram "D" Club is composed of men, who through loyalty and
devotion to their Alma Mater in the realm of sport have been granted their
" D ." The letter m en of the four m ajor sports of foot ball, basketball, baseball
and track are eligible and at present number thirty-one m embers.
The purpose of the organization is to keep in close contact t hose m en whose
efforts and a mbitions are all toward one goal, the supreme athletic prestige of
their school and the nourishment of t he feelings of devotion and loyalty that
their school inspires.
The Club as it is today has been in existence three years. Each year h as
seen its growth in membership and in organization, so that, today it ranks as
one of the lead ing clu bs on the campus.
It has accomp lished much in keeping the Alumni interested in activities at
the Urnversit y It has organized all the m en who h ave. received letters from
the time of the school's origin to the present day into an Alumni Chapt er of
the "D" C lu b.
Each year the big social event of the winter season is the "D" Dance, held
this year with more th an the usua l success, at the Greystone on February 21.
The officers of the club a re: Edwin) . Yagow, President ; Frank Bela n ich,
Vice-President ; August Cabrinha, Secret a ry; John Debesis, Treasurer. Grouped about these able leaders are the following m embers: Achiu, Boeke, Doyle,
Grace, Hart, Hipa, McGarry, O'Brien, Sharpenter, Snelling, Strosnider,
Spencer, N unn , Maxwell, Martzluft, Duffy, F inn, Robello, Reynolds, Swan,
Wilcox, Dehler, McDermott, Kendall, Bakos, Gallagher a nd Pettinger.
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DEBATING LEAGUE
At the beginning of the second semester, a debating league was organized
among the classes of the Arts and the Commercial Departments The object
of the league was to give the students who wished to take part in the debating
contests ample practice in the art of debating so that the University wou ld be
represented without fai l in the future by a representative debating team.
A secondary object was to foster among the entire student body a live
interest in this subject so that there would always be a following to second and
encourage the efforts of the debating team in its debates with other un iversities.
This object is achieved by timely articles in the "U. D . News" and by a hectographed sheet, the "Dayton Debating Digest, ·· which is published from time to
time.
Forty-eight students joined the league and were divided into sixteen teams.
These teams debate weekly on the proposition "That the federal government
should legalize the manufacture and sale of light wines and beers."
Although it would be d ifficult at present to state definitely who will compose the squad of leading debaters at the end of the semester, the following
students have shown great promise so far in the debates: among the freshmen ,
Francis Gabel, Martin Haag and Henry Knapke ; among the upperclassmen,
Robert Bergk, Charles Deger, Howard Hartman, Kenneth Henderson, Gerald
Herbison, Edgar Meyer, and Mose Gitman .
Much of the credit for the fine work of the league is due to the director,
Father Preisinger. Under his able coaching, students, having little previous
experience, have been moulded into finished speakers and debaters.

l
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The Hispano-American Club
The Hispano-American Club was formally founded by the Latin-American
students, on December 12, 1926, the feast of the Lady of Guadalupe. On this
day Rev . B . P. O'Reilly granted these students permission to organize a club
which would have as objects the following:
1. To get together all the Latin-American students at the University, and to
further the study of their mother tongue, as well as that of their literature and
history.
2. To give American student members a better insight into the LatinAmerican customs, thereby trying to create a better understanding between
them .
At the present time, only one of the members of this club does not proceed
from a Spanish speaking country. Three of the members come from Cuba ,
whi le all the rest are from Mexico. However, students of Spanish at the
University are welcome to the club if they are far enough advanced in their
knowledge of Spanish to be able to attend the meetings and participate in the
work of the club. All the meetings are conducted in Spanish.
Much of the work that has been accomplished during this first year is due
to the enthusiasm and help obtained from the Moderator, John R. Perz, S. M .,
who in helping to get the club on its feet has been untiring and rnore than willing
to cooperate.
The officers of the club are: President, J. Sanchez Fuentes ; Vice-President,
Robert J . Babb; Secretary, Antonio Cobian: Treasurer, Fernando Torres;
Prep Secretary, C. Sanchez Fuentes.
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THE BAND CLUB
It is an organization whose sole purpose is to promote the appreciation of
music among the students of the University. They are to be congratulated in
being the impetus backing the band concert ticket campaign, and of their success in interesting the entire student body in the purch ase and the sale of
tickets. Than ks are extended the members of the parent section for the
donation of valuable prizes which greatly heightened the competitive interest
in th e campaign.
The Band C lu b is an organization of long standing, having been first
begun in 1924. It is composed of two sections, the student section an d the
parent section. All the members of the Band are members of the student
section. The Parent section is composed of the fathers of the members of the
student section. The parent section is a very active organization and has its
own officers.
Meetings are held in the music room after rehearsals and are attended onehundred percent strong. At various times the parent section meets in conjunction with th e student section and t here t hey solve problems confronting
the band . It has been found that a better spiri t of cooperation exists between
the parents and t he University when t hey are permitted to take part in the
activities of the students. The Band C lu b has fi ll ed such a need for some of the
parents and has worked quite well. In fact it was found that such an arrangement was so opportune that it has been continu ed for two years with the assurance that it will continue to be an integral part of all further activities of the
band.
The student officers for the past year were: Paul McClel lan, President;
Maurice Cropper, V ice-president; Francis Gabel, Secretary-Treasurer; James
C line, Publicity Director.
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Brother George L. Ley' s Message
The year of 1926-27 will long be remembered in the minds of the Preparatory Department insofar as it marks the last year which we shall spend on
the University campus.
The Preparatory Department has always ranked as the largest unit on the
campus. No farther back than ten years ago one of the leading athletes and
the individual star of St. Mary College track team was a Prep Senior.
But the fame of Henry Lai Hipp was carried to his homeland and many
Hawaiian athletes now are playing under the University colors as members of
the College department.
With the advent of th~ World War came the first great impetus in the rise
of matriculation in the College Department. The great Extension project of
1922 was another big contributing factor.
The rise of the College Department in prominence and the cramped
facilities of the present campus have necessitated the moving of the clay student
contingent of the Preps to another location in the city. The present Notre
Dame Academy will serve as the Catholic High School for Dayton boys starting with the fall term of 1927. The resident students of the Prep Department
will still be accommodated next year in their old quarters on the campus.
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) . ) . DANIS. Pres.

). A. ELSAESSER, V. Pres.

CLASS HISTORY
FRESHMAN YEAR
The Senior C lass of '27 had the good fortune, during its four year course,
to be identified with a period of remarka ble expansion at the University of
D ayton . I ts freshman year saw the erection of Alumni Hall, its Junior, the
Stadium, and its last yea r the Emanuel Library. It is to be expected then, t hat
a class developi ng in such a period of acti vi t y, would have an eventful history.
Perhaps the most m emorable occurrence of the F reshman year of ·23 was
the Dayton U.-Central ormal game. Few of us will ever fo rget the wil d
exc itement as that now famous and overwhelming score of 161 to 0 was a m assed .
It was a year of great class activ it ies. Poor indeed was the room that d id not
boast of its own publication and team The "C-Rovers," "Bull-Dogs" and
"Wilcats" combined to make student life interesting and active.

SOPHOMORE YEAR
It was September agai n and the lo rd ly Sophs, so recent ly Freshmen ,
looked down with magnificent contempt on the lowly P lebes of the new yea r .
But their superiority was costly, for within a few weeks Sergeant Kramer began
to initiate them into the m ysteries a nd hardships of military li fe Oh, how the
fl annel shirts itched under the hot autumn sun ; how the caps pinched; how tight
the leggings were 1
The Varsity was even more successful in footba ll than t had been the
previous year, and severa l innova tions were introduced ; The Grid-Graph , for
the Can isius game, and the journey of the entire student body to C incinnati.
The s ix-week period system for notes was adopted, and for once t here was
no mid-year examinat ion, with a ll its attendant worri es.
The Prep teams, having lost their old coach, Brother N icholas Schweicher ,
were taken in charge by Gene Hug, who led t hem through a most successfu l
season.
The "Daytonian ," the school annual, appeared in new fo rm a nd the
Preps were fully represented in it.
The yea r closed wit h Mi lita ry Week in which the great Soph sham battle
was one of the principal events. How the awkward rookies of the preced in g
September had changed, we can judge by the fact that one of their p latoons
was selected as the school's best.
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The class of '27 had reached the half-way mark, and was now looking
forward with eagerness to t he beginn ing of the final lap of their scholastic
journey.

JUNIOR YEAR
With our junior year came the parting of the ways, for some students were
taking t he Commercia l Course and others the Academic Course. Notwithstanding this fact, this year easil y surpassed all others in respect to general
activities. C lass meetings took on a new interest and were the occasion of long
and fervent debates on a variety of issues. C lass publications that had fallen
by the wayside during our "year of wisdom" were rev ived and furnished an
outlet for bubbling literary talent. It was th is year that the " Baby Flyers"
demonstrated their worth, to a ll of Dayton, on the court. In the Southwestern
Regional Tourney the Preps traveled to the semi-finals. This success was due,
in part, to the splend id work of severa l Juniors upon the team.
Climaxing this yea r of preparation, these third year men, in the role of
ushers, witnessed the commencement exercises of the class of '26, and realized,
that in but another short year they, as graduat ing Seniors, wou ld occupy these
coveted places.

SENIOR YEAR
At last that m omentous day a rrived when we, as members of the graduating c lass, shou ld assume the garb and rank of the Seniors. How different we,
calm, self-possessed Sen iors, were from the timid, nervous Freshmen of three
years before. Father Time, in his passage, works man y a miracle, and we do nm
doubt that we were the occasion for such an act. Senior privileges brought
Senio r duties, and we may boast that every student bore his new responsibilities
in a manner befitting his position . The class team was now the Prep team, and
its multitude of conquests is mute ev idence of the athletic abil ity of the warriors
of the class of '27 . Frank "Speed" Anzinger, hailing from the rural hamlet of
Springfield, was the capable fie ld-general of our gridiron gladiators. Our court
squad was led by a man of sterl ing merit, the high scorer of the past indoor
season, Capta in Ray Clemens. And who, we ask you , could have been a better
leader for our diamond aggregation than the man chosen for that position,
Capta in Robert "Bobby" Lang?
And then, class activ ities fell t hick upon us: class rings and pins were
ordered in November; graduation suits were then selected and ordered; class
officers were elected and the various committees incidental to a graduating
class were appointed, and at once proceeded upon their duties.
Perhaps one of the most enjoyable featu res of this, our Senior year, was a
series of orientation lectures, delivered by several of the most prominent
College Professors. The purpose of these was to acquaint students, desirous
of furt her study, with the d ifferent courses to be met in the pursuance of
higher education. Our last months were devoted to preparation for the Commencement Exercises. But the anticipation of the glories of that last day was
tinged with regret at the thought of leaving those halls which have been another home to us for four years . Comm encement Day came and was gone,
and with it, in a ll probability, the last and let us say the best Prep class of the
University closed its history.
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FRANK W. ANZ !NGER

Springfield, Ohio.

"He a lways spea ks when he has a mind,
A nd can prove hi s statements every time.··

P AULE. ANZINGER

Springfield, Ohio.

"Big men hail from little towns ...

ANTHON Y P . BARCUS

Dayton, Ohio

"A rare combination, so I' ve heard tell,
A very good scholar and an athlete as well. ..

CARL A. BIR

Dayton, Ohio

.. Though we rose, t hough we fell ,
H e was there with a cheer, with a yell. ..

ROBERT C BOESCH

Dayton, Ohio

.. A quiet unassuming chap,
Who is a lways sure to fill in a gap ...

ALBERT C BOTZ UM

Akron , Ohio

.. A youth sedate and st ead y, who believes
Tha t noise is not essentia l to success.··
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Dayton, Ohio

RALPH E . BRADY

"Here is an Irishman, plain and true,
A staunch supporter of the red and blue.··

Dayton, Ohio

WILBUR F. BRADY

··A fighting player of the hardwood game,
Who aided his team in its rise to fame."

PAUL R. BRINKERS

Miamisburg, Ohio

"A handsome and popular fellow in his old
home town."

BERNARD F. BURDZINSKI

Dayton , Ohio

'Here is a lad possessing skill,
Who attacks his lessons with a will."

RAYMOND C. CLEMENS

Dayton, Ohio

··His deeds are great, his faults a re sma ll,
As a basketball artist he leads them all."

EUGENE C. CROPPER

Dayton, Ohio

"For my name and memory
leave it to
men's charitable speech and to the ages."
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M AURI CE G. CROPPE R

D ayton, Ohio

" With lightning-li ke quickness he tapped on
the keys,
And played a cornet with the greatest of
ease.

M ARTI N ] . D ALY, Jr .

Cincinnati, Ohio

.. This lad , who ha ils from the Queen C ity
Is an ea rnest schola r, and yet quite witty."

JOHN J . D AN IS

D ayton , Ohio

.. A native of the Emera ld Isle,
A class president of the finest style ...

BERNARD A. DELANEY

C leveland, Ohio

"A loyal supporter wit h plenty of vim,
Is one great tribute we can pay to him ...

THOMAS J. DEMPSEY

D ayton , Ohio

.. Always ready to join in the fun ,
Always read y to retort wi th a p un ...

THOMAS R. DOHAN

Springfield, Ohio

.. H e has t he power of his own con victions."

I

I
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Day ton, Ohio

C LOUIS DOWNEY
··Always j ovial and fu ll of fun ,
Yet his work is always done ...

D ayton, Ohio

BERNAR D A. DWYER

"Rare com pound of oddity, frolic, and fun
To rel ish a joke, a nd rejoice at a pun ...

J OSEPH A. ELSAESSER

Cincinnati, Ohio

.. Whence t hy learning ? Hath thy toil
O'er books consumed th(' m idnight oi!J"

JOH N A. FER T ALJ

Lora in , Ohio

.. Still runs the water where the pool lies
d eep··

EDW IN D. FLANAGAN

L ima , Ohio

·· H e is might y as he is tall,
Our proof of this is basketball.

BLAIRE A. FROEH LE
.. Kill me, bu t spa re my pipe ...

I
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Dayton , Ohio

FRANCIS A GERLACH

S idney, Ohio

"Above the pla ne of men and king,,
H e stands, a nd drea ms of highe r things ...

F R ANC IS G IBBONS

Dayton , Ohio

·· His na ture was composed of many moods :
First se riou ~. then comical , then both ...

RUSSELL E. GRAHAM

Dayton, Ohio

.. Speaks li ttle, hea rs much ..

R OBERT j. H AND

Dayton, Ohio

.. Then quavering treble ceased.
Then shuddered fo rth t he rumble of the
bass."

ROBERT G. H ARD ING

Dayton, Ohio

.. The man ly pa rt is to do with m ight and
ma in what you can do ...

WILFRID B . HELLM A

Covington, Ky .

.. T hy modest y ·s cand le to thy merits."
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FRED G. HOCHWALT , ) r.

Dayton, Ohio

··Learning is chieAy had by reading books.··

EUGENE A HOLLENCAMP

Dayton, Ohio

"Not lazy, but conservative is he,
Saving his strength for an emergency."

WILLIAM N. JAMES

Adrian, Mich.

"A veritable mountain of a man,
The little rascal!"

) . S. KAV ALAUSKAS,

Jr.

Dayton, Ohio

·'A staid and quiet gentleman was he. ··

T. ) . KAVANAUGH, ) r.

Dayton, Ohio

"None but himself can be his parallel."

ROBERT W. KELLHOFER

Dayton, Ohio

"Worth makes the man, and want of it the
fellow."
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ROBERT E. KINZIG

Dayton, Ohio

"'The world's no better if we worry,
Life's no longer if we hurry."

BERNARD) . KRAUS

Akron, Ohio

"Here is a lad with the will to win,
Who sticks it out through thick or thin ...

HENRY N. KUNTZ

Dayton, Ohio

"Long of stride and gallant of bearing,
He was accounted a man of distinction ...

ROBERT F . LANG

Dayton, Ohio

"And gazed on Nature with a poet's eye."

WILLIAM P. LAUTERBACH

Dayton, Ohio

"He is the very epitome of politeness."

LEOR. LUKEN

D ayton , Ohio

·· He was a scholar, and a ripe and good one.··
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GEO. H. MACHENHEIMER

Dayton, Ohio

··Wha t wondrous bea uty lurked within his
hair!
How fine his locks, like brown silk, closely
spun.

A. P McDONALD, Jr.

Dayton, Ohio

··A ha rmless flaming meteor shone for hair.··

JOSEPH A. McKENNY, J r .

Dayton, Ohio

.. A finished gentleman from top to toe.··

HAM !SH McLELLAND

Dayton, Ohio

.. The seniors look up to him, for
He is a member of the Aviation Corps.··

W ALTER J. MESCHER

Dayton, Ohio

.. From up in the sky on high,
Us pygmies, he views so nigh.··

JAMES A. MILNE

1-bt Springs, Va.

.. A seeker after knowledge, sir, a scholar.··
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RALPH E. N ERACH ER

Cleveland, Ohio

.. H e li ves content and envies none.··

JOSEPH A NEV ILLE

Delaware, Ohio

·· H e wove intricate a rguments to prove in
language pat,
T he Whichness o f che Wherefore a nd the
T husness of the Tha t. "

FRANK). N IEM IEC

Detroit, Mich .

"Silence is deep as Eternity,
Speech is sha llow as Time ...

FRA C IS .J. O'CONNOR

Dayton , Ohio

.. /\ man he seems of cheerful yesterdays,
And confident to-morrows.··

'I
WALTER A. OHM

Cincinnati, Ohio

.. A bed! a bed' my kingdom for a bedt"

NORMAN W. O'NE IL

E lkha rt, Ind .

.. W idely read and quite full o f the j uice o f
books."
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ROBERT E. PARKER

Delaware, Ohio

.. Knowledge comes but Wisdom lingers."

BERNARD A. PFIEFFER

Dayton, Ohio

.. Hence loathed melancholy'
Of Cerberus and blackest midnight born."

ROBERT J. PIEPER

Covington, Ky .

"Yes, he knows you.re right ,
He' just trying to explain, that"s all."

II

FRED A. PIER

Dayton, Ohio

.. Who mixed reason with pleasure, and wisdom with mirth."

OLIVER J. PO DESTA

Cincinnati, Ohio

"He is a magnet ro the filings of friendship ...

ROBERT C POTTERF
" He danced , I say, right well."
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Dayton, Ohio

LU IS G . QU IJ ANO

M exico C ity, M ex .

.. I have been a st ranger in a st range land."

EDWIN H. R ABE

Covington , K y.

"Most of those evils, we poor mo rtals kn ow,.
From doctors a nd imaginat ion flow."

JOSEPH E . R ATH

Lo rain, Ohio

.. H e d rawls in m !ghty tones ...

FRANK B. REI CHERT

D ayton . Ohio

··Do I live, o r am I dead ?"'

CHARLES .J . R E ILING

D ayton , Ohio

"Not one of t hose who ad vertise t hemselves."

AUGUST .J. RI CHTER

C incinnati, Ohio

"Villa in a nd he are many miles asunder. ..
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VINCENT C. R ILEY

Li ma, Ohio

"Care is a n enemy to life.··

.J . HOW AR D

SACHS

Dayton , Ohio

"God gives a ll th ings ro industry.··

LECN L. SADOWSKI

Detroit , Mich .

.. Look before you leap ...

.J. C SANCHEZ FUENTES

Mexico City

··Spaniard<; are wiser than t hey somet imes
seem.

F R E D C SCHMALL

Da yton , Ohio

"Take it s low and easy.

1.

H ARRY W. SCHM ITZ

Davton, Ohio

" lt·s not what man does whi ch exalts him,
but what man would do.··

r 1601
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JOSEPH H. SCHRIML

Dayton, Ohio

.. Speak but little and that li ttle well,
if you would be esteemed a man of merit ...

I

1
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ROBERT W. SHERMAN

Dayton. Ohio

.. The answer to a Maiden's prayer. ..

EMMETT M. SHERRY

Dayton, Ohio

.. Silence is golden and his wea lt h is great. ..

HOWARD L. SPECK

Dayton, Ohio

.. Let me have men about me that are fat ...

ANTHONY J . STAAB

Pittsburgh, Pa.

"Not brilliant but steady."

JOSEPH E. STERMER

Cincinnati, Ohio

.. Behold the child by Nature's law,
Pleased with a ratt le, tick led with a straw ...
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GEORGE A STRACHAN

Dayton, Ohio

"Nothing can cover his high fame but
heaven."

GEORGE F. STRASSBERG

Dayton, Ohio

"Worry is an enemy to m e."

CIRO A. VALOES

Monterey, Mex.

"What mattered if he didn't understand ?
He gave t he explanation just the same. "

OSCAR A VILLARREAL

Saltillo, Mex.

.. Better to be small and shine
Than to be great and cast a shadow ...

EUGENE C. VOGEL

Dayton, Ohio

··The world knows not of her greatest men.··

ARTHUR). WAGER

Dayton, Ohio

··Few things are impossible to diligence and
skill."
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Dayton, Ohio

JOHN A. WESSALOSKY
.. I love to think. ..

Dayton, Ohio

E RNEST B. WI LLIAMS

.. Both must a like from heaven derive t heir
light,
These born to judge as well as those to
write.

Dayton, Ohio

CHARLES E . WOLF
.. Better late t han never.··

HARVEY J. YOST

Dayton, Ohio

··He is a lad who does h is work,
Never depending upon t he well-known jerk.··

JOHN J. ZAKOTA

Dayton, Ohio

··As merry as t he day is long.··

J EROME G . Z IMMERMAN

Dayton, Oh io

"My conscience cle11 r, my chief defense.'·

CYRIL R. ZI K

West Carrolton, Ohio

·· I never yet made one mistake,
I'd like to, for variety's sake.' ·
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CLASSES
"As the twig is bent, the tree is shaped." We may liken the twig to the
youth of High School age: the tree to the fully matured man. In this formative
period habits of thought and action are developed , habits of vital importance
in later years . In the class room as no where else are they inculcated .
It is an unwritten law at the University of Dayton that class officers be
elected for every room. In the course of a scholastic year enterprises arise for
which a leader is demanded. These matters are often of such nature that their
success may depend chiefly upon persona l intercourse between the students
and the authorit ies. In such cases student leaders are more effective than
Faculty advisors would be.
An organized class is a body by itself. Its members have a new pride in
their class, and therefore in their school. The various class activities which an
active class wil l indulge in during a school year will demand iniative and
original thought on the part of the pupils. School life is made much more
interesting by class organization, a new interest is taken in school and class,
and thus study is benefitted directly . The most important things that we, as
Freshmen, looked forward to, were the election of class officers, the formation
of a class paper and al l those activities which, as we now realize , are the reasons
why one's school life is viewed as the happiest period in one's existence .
Here at the Univers it y of Dayton extra-curricular activities are matters of
great im portance, at least in the opinion of those indulging in them. Particularly in the Prep Department do these matters receive special consideration. In
past years the Prep Department has been especially va lu able, financially
speaking, to the school in al l its ath letic endeavors. This is due, in great part ,
to the class organizations . From this we see that these organizations are not
mere fancy. On the contrary, they are beneficia l not on ly to the pupil , but also
to the school.
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ORATORS AND ESSAYISTS
Two years ago, Mr. Joseph Abel, in an attempt, and we must say a successful one, to promote t he a rt of publ ic address in the Prep Department, sponsored
a n annu al elocution cont est. As a result of this, several promising and accomp lished speakers have been developed . Last year Mr. T homas Daugherty
captu red fi rst honors by a stirring rendition of "Gunga Din ." Thomas Geohegan and J oseph Neuhoff, t h e other prize winners, a lso displayed wonderful
ability in their selections. In 1927 a host of candidates announced their entry
in t he competi tion . Of these, representatives for every class were chosen .
These were fu rther weeded out by Bro. Anthony Saletel, Faculty Advisor,
until but seven remained. T hese; R obert Harding, J oseph Rath, Francis
G erbe r, Arthur R outzong, Hugh W a ll, Martin Croughin and Bernard Pfeiffer,
h aving chosen t heir selections, practiced arduously. By an unanimous decision
of t he three judges, M r . J oseph Rath was awarded t he first p rize. Second and
third honors were t aken resp ectively by Arthu r Routzong and Martin Croughin .
T he U niversity of Dayton Preparatory Department is one of t he two
Seconda ry Schools of the C ity of Dayton in which a Lincoln Essay Con test is
held annua ll y . This con t est is held under t he auspices of t he Elgin Watch
Com pan y of Elgin, Illino is. Through the courtesy of this corporation a handsom e bronze p laque of Abra ham L incoln is awarded to the successfu l candidat e fo r firs t honors. T he entire Senior Academ ic class was enrolled in this
com petition . The better essays were selected, and from these, ~hree were submitted to t he fina l judges, who then eliminated two. The third was to be the
p rize winner. Joseph Schrim l, a leading student of Fourth H igh "C" received
fi rst p rize a nd with it the bronze p laque. Second honors were conferred upon
Berna rd A. Dwyer, of Fou rth H igh "A" T he subj ect of t he prize winning
essay was: "The boyhood life of L incoln." The interest taken in this contest
by the P rep student body is ample evidence t hat t he k indness shown by the
E lgin Watch Company is not misplaced .

l
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SODALITIES
The sodalities and their activities play an important part in the religious
affairs of the students in the Preparatory Department. They are dedicated
primarily to the Blessed Virgin, and consist of a major unit which itself has
four su b-div isions, namely: the League of the Sacred Heart, the Catholic
Students' Mission Crusade, the Holy Name Society, and the Blessed Virgin
Sociality.
The League of the Sacred Heart is based on the Apostleship of Prayer in as
far as the prayers and intentions for each month are concerned . At these meetings all that is relative to the Sacred Heart is discussed and the members strive
to promote the honor of God and the glory of the Sacred Heart

I
I

The Catholic Student's Mission Crusade is, perhaps, the most interesting
of the school societies. It is a national organization and its meetings are very
interesting for there is a wealth of useful material for the consideration of
zealous sodal:sts. The Mission Crusade was given added impetus during the
past year when the general Convention was held here on the University grounds.
The Holy Name Society is universal throughout the world and the unit
here in t he High School is a live one. The Society is active in preventing profane
language and in endeavoring to promulgate reverence for the name of Jesus.
The Blessed Virgin Sociality, of great importance here at the school, is
the most active of all. Our school is dedicated to the Mother of God and from
this fact the Sociality takes added importance. In each class-room there is a
statue of the B lessed Virgin with a burning vig11 light before it. The College
Prayer Book contains the Little Office to the Virgin Mary and at each meeting
a part of it is recited . At the beginning of each school year a special High Mass
is sung and at this time all the students are solemnly admitted to the Sociality of
Mary.
The sodalities are presided over by a General President, a chairman, and
a secretary. The meetings are held weekly and at the end of the month a
General Meeting is held.

l
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IN APPRECIATION
Bro. Frederick Paff has often been termed "The man behind Prep athletics, .. and he is well deserving of the title. For thirteen years he has served on
the athletic board, and eleven of these years have been spent in forwarding
Prep athletics. Eleven years ago Bro. Fred was appointed as Prep Faculty
Manager, and since then the improvement in High School sports has been at a
marked and rapid rate. In all the years that Bro. Fred has been at the head of
the Athletic Department, the Preps have never been given any free advertising.
He is always ready to fight in the interests of Prep sports, and it has only been
through his influence that track, tennis and gol f were lately added to the sport
curriculum . We might truthfully state that he has been the greatest factor in
raising the standard of Prep competition to what it is to-day. We feel that with
him at the helm the Preps will ever bear an untarnished name in sportdom.
In 1925 Gene Hug made his debut as coach of the University of Dayton
Preps. As successor to Bro. ·· ick" he had an unenviable position, but he met
the situation in a way that speaks well for his future accomplishments. The
teams he has since turned out would have been a credit to many a school with
double the enrollment of our institution. His football teams have conquered
some of the best that Ohio has to offer, and on the court his proteges have
established enviable records. The Prep team of '25 went to the semi-finals in
the Southwestern Tournament before succumbing to Hughes High of Cincinnati
the team which later copped the championship. The success the Prep teams
have enjoyed under his tutelage is sufficient evidence of his ability as coach.
A modern business corporation would hardly be termed complete without
some system of advertising, and in this respect the Prep Department cannot be
declared wanting. The members of the Prep publicity staff, "Joe" Rath and
"Tiny" Glassmeyer are eminently deserving of mention. To them has been
detailed the task of acquainting Daytonians with the many and varied activities
of the Prep Department. Theirs is a thankless task, a task which all are willing
to criticize but few are willing to assume. In this work our two reporters have
demonstrated the wisdom of Bro. Fred's selection. They are ever ready to
sacrifice their time and labor. To them the Prep Department extends its
sincere thanks.

I
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PREP FOOTBALL
On September 8, Coach Hug issued his first call for football cand i::lates.
Fifty-five warriors of all sizes and proportions answered his summons. With
three lettermen: Captain Anzinger, Flanagan, and Kellhofer to form the
nucleus of his team, Coach Hug immediately set to work to build a formidab le
outfit to represent the Preps on the gridiron. For weeks he had his charges
passing, punting, drop-kicking and learning the fundamentals of the game, in
preparation for the season opener with Aquinas High of Columbus. It seemed
as if Coach Hug had his team rounded into shape, when '"Old Man Scholastic
Difficulties" entered the camp and took toll of many a veteran. One by one
Hug"s men were found ineligible and he was forced to put new and inexperienced
players into the gap. Nevertheless, on the day of the first game, he had whipped
the best men of his squad into a mechanically perfect football machine.
When the doughty warriors of the Red and Blue first took the field in their
schedule opener with Aquinas, Prep followers of t he gridiron game were treated
to a pleasant surprise. At the end of the half Aquinas was in the lead 13-0, but
in the final quarter the Preps displayed an unexpected strength and dash, which
carried them on to a 20-13 conquest. As proof that this display was no mere
flash in the pan; the Preps, on the following Saturday, wal loped Sidney in a
game characterized by heavy scoring. The small town boys could not cope
with the flashing attack of Hug"s men, and went down to b itter defeat 55-0 .
A jaunt to Springfield was the only road trip to be enjoyed by the Preps. And
there, they encountered a team representing St. Bernard's High, registering
their third consecutive victory of the season, 12-7. Many an inhabitant of
this quiet vi ll age of Springfield expressed his enthusiastic approval of the sportsmanship evidenced by the '"Baby Flyers. " The next encountE'r found the
Preps facing the Blue and Gold eleven from Cathedral L a tin School, Cleveland . Sad to relate the Preps had caught a tartar and were handed a 47-6
drubbing. In this contest the Latin warriors demonstrated the prowess which
won for them the Inter-scholastic footba ll championship of C leveland. The
strong team from Toledo Central next invaded the Prep camp, and were just
good enough to hand our grid representatives a 22-0 defeat. During the first
half our boys held up under a fierce plunging attack by the Toledo backs, but
the second half witnessed their collapse and subsequent downfall. With two
straight losses to their credit, the Preps settled down and in their final game
trampled Elder High of Cincinnati under foot by an impressive score of 27-0.
At an informal post-season m eeting Bro. Frede rick Paff, Athletic Director
and Faculty Manager, presented the following players with the coveted '"DP"
monogram: Captain Anzinger, Captain-elect Holzmer, P. Anzinger, Angerer ,
Barcus, Bir, Bauer, Clemens, Flanagan, G lassmeyer, Keane, K e llhofe r, Kuntz,
Neracher, O'Neil, Podesta, Stermer, Wager, Wilhoff and Manager Dohan .
And now it is but just, that we should give a word of praise to the man behind
it all- Coach Hug. He has devoted generousl y of his time and sterling m erit,
and has been the main factor in the success of not only this team, but also of the
other teams which he has developed.
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BASKETBALL
It was a group of forty-eight determined candidates that reported to
Coach Hug for the first basketball practice. Gradually Hug diminished his
squad until at last there remained a select twelve to bear the Prep standard on
the court. Three lettermen-Captain Clemens, "Ed" Flanagan and "Bob"
Kellhofer, were back on the job, but it was only after the hardest of struggles
that they managed to keep their berths from the determined newcomers. After
weeks of hard practise Coach Hug selected his starting five for the first game
with Celina Catholic .
Celina arrived with two games already to their credit, but when time came
for their departure they were clinging to the small end of a 22-19 score. Greenville, next on the schedule, was easily disposed of, in a listless game, by a 39-14
washout . A 42-14 win over Piqua registered the third consecutive victory for
the " Baby Flyers ." And then Aquinas chose to interrupt the Preps, in their
fourth battle, by nosing them out in the final quarter, to gain a 15-14 victory .
Then St. Paris Jed the Preps home in a hard-fought contest with the count of
15 to 13 . However, the Preps retaliated in kind the following week, taking the
struggle 17-12 . Next on the program was a game with Elder High of Cincinnati,
which the latter copped 27-25. In a mid-season victory , 27-26, the wearers of
the Red and Blue avenged a previous defeat, over Aquinas. Hamilton Catholic
was easily overcome 47-19 . Cathedral Latin, administered the first, of a pair
of defeats, tallying twenty-four points while the Preps were garnering 18.
East Night High vanquished our boys by a 28-17 count. Piqua and Celina
were both defeated ; Piqua, 34-14 and Celina, 23-20 . In the last game of the
regular schedule, Xenia was defeated 27-24.
The "Baby Flyers" did not fare so well in the Southwestern Tourney.
They were beaten in the first round by Norwood High of Cincinnati, 36-20,
and at the same time brought to a close, a season, which, though not a championship one, was yet highly gratifying to every basketball enthusiast in the
ranks of the Preps.
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SPRING SPORTS
In the matter of Prep athletics, the years of 1926 and 1927 are milestones
of progress. During that time the Prep sport curriculum was remarkably
broadened in its scope by the annexation of three sports. These, in the order of
their appearance are: golf in 1926; and, in 1927, tennis and track. Needless to
say the appearance of these sports was eagerly welcomed b y countless of their
devotees, who for one reason or other were unable to vie for positions on the
Prep "nine." Baseball had until 1926 been the only spring sport, but henceforth it was to share the spotlight with its lesser brothers,- tennis, golf and
track.
In 1926, as a result of the many urgings of former students, golf was added
to the sport curriculum. The enthusiasm that greeted the adv,ent of this new
mode of competition was ample evidence of its popularity. Although they
played in but a single match, a tournament attended by all of Dayton's high
schools, the Preps conducted themselves nobl y, to be elim inated int he semifinal round of play. This year the Preps have a world of material to choose
from and wil l undoubtedly have an excellent team.
1927 marked the entrance of tennis and track. A tennis team has ever
been the fond hope of the Prep student body and this wish is now on its way to
a speedy realization. The Preps have always lacked this most interesting and
competitive of sports and we are happy that they have secured it. With the
abundance of material on the campus we do not doubt that theirs will be a
highly successful season.
The track team , though victim of a late start, was soon on its way to an
auspicious season. Forty aspiring and eager candidates answered Coach
Hug's call. It would seem that the team had earned a reputation before the
season started for a schedule was made without trouble, and even then several
offers had to be rejected. Coach Hug will enjoy the presence on the squad of
some not inexperienced tracksters, among whom are: Deem, Flanagan, Kellhofer and Keane. Deem, Kellhofer and Keane are sprinters of note. The
first n amed, having captured the laurels in not a few races in West Virginia.
Flanagan is an excellent performer in the field events, besides being a sprinter
of no mean merit. Kellhofer and Keane participated last year in the interclass track meet. Kellhofer won out in both the 220 and 440 yard dashes,
while Keane was the winner of the "century" in his class.
Baseball, however, h as not surrendered its title of, "The Great American
Sport," for a total of 72 prospects, responded to Coach Hug's appeal. Captain
"Bobby" Lang was the first to don a uniform, and will, from his position behind
the bat, essay to lead his men through a victorious season. Around a nucleus
of four veterans of the last campaign, Coach Hug will endeavor to build a team
which will in no way detract from the fame of Prep teams of other years. We
have no fear that such will be the case, for under the leadership of Coach
Hug, Prep teams have succeeded as never before.
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SEPTEMBER
13.

Very large enrollment at the U.
of D .
14. Interest shown in opening classes.
15. Can't get up in the morning.
18. The real grind begins.
20. Oh Brother, got a letter for me'
26. Resident students homesick.
27. Doyle 'on time' for the 8:15 classes.
28. Chemicals blow their own horn.
(In the cafeteria )
29. Annual Frosh Frolic tangles up
traffic.
30. Chairless Cafeteria popular with
most of the Freshmen.

I<'\-

1'1

OCTOBER
1.

,,

2.

I

3.
4.
5.

I

6.
7.
8.
9.
11 .
13.
16.
17.
23.
28.
29.

Every student 'attended' the Pep
Rally.
Met and defeated the first Conference foe, Kenyon, 3 5-0.
Another week-end party.
Number campussed, large.
Usual Factory Management problem.
Exceptionally fine day-for ducks .
Late-returners please report to- .
Missing-one Ford, Hirsch and
Gitman.
Dayton 10- John Carroll 0
Father Ei conducts the Annual
Retreat.
Taylor suggests upholstered pews.
Haskell Indians "scalp" the Flyers.
Pfeiffer again appears under a
straw hat.
Wilmington came and was conquered.
Team given send-off to Worcester.
Holy Cross too strong for the
Flyers. Score 20-7.

NOVEMBER
1.
2.
3.
6.
11.
20.
25.
27.
30.

Omnes Sancti.
Usual loyal rooters welcome the
Flyers.
Renner & Co., at..=__the Gables.
Again?
!'
"Migration Day. " ~ Flyers beat
Bearcats, 52-0.
Armistice Day. (For Taylor and
Omar.)
"Beat Butler." And the Flyers did.
Thanksgiving. Bro. Joe serves
turkey.
"Sergeant J iggs" and his Quantico
Marines lose to Dayton, 7 to 2.
What's the attraction in Springfield, Bill?
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23 24 2£"
2- 9 3o 2'.l,

1.
3.

5
6.
8.

12.
18.
20.

25.

As usual, campus list published.
Lost-one bunch of keys- return
to Joe Unger
Makley has his "other" date.
Annual staff begins activities.
Feast of the Immaculate Conception.
Varsity pill-tossers report for first
workout.
Christmas vacation begins.
Berner goes to work . Efficiency of
Dayton Post Office lowered.
Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year.

JANUARY
5.

Many students A. W 0 L Classes
resume however.
6. Autumnal number of Exponent
appears.
7. Thomas downs his thousandth
jelly-bun
8. Excellent playing wins for Cedarville, 26-27 .
9. Resolutions for New Year broken
already.
10. Stember is visited by Bro. Brendel.
18. Seniors lay out a kitchen. Numerous discourses on benefits derived.
24. Mid-year delirium begins.
31. We start on the second lap

FEBRUARY
1.
3.
10.

11

I
QV!T

NO

Sf'10K 1NG.

C,ON (?:>-~

JSE: G J!TIN G

c:>

J 1.
12.

•

'EJ

/"'ffjf
j I I I

15.
16.
20.

21.
22.

23.
2 5.
26.
27 .
b

_) l

7

l

2.

g

..9

10

28.

Left in suspense for another day.
Oh those examination notes.
Yagow criticizes U. D. News
Editorial.
All track men report for workout.
Lincoln's Birthday.
Classes as
usual.
The importance of English for
engineers is stressed (again. )
Waluiszis raises the price on quarts
Reboulet misses the last car. Why ?
The "D" Dance.
Washington's Birthday. No classes.
Has anybody seen O 'Brien ?
Keller goes in for starchless foods.
Cobian outgrows his " prison cut."
How far from Dayton View to
school, Bill?
Sanchez receives a nice "something" from home.
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MARCH
15.
17.
18.
22.
23.
28.
30.

Frank O'Reilly SM , treats the
Senior Engineers.
R yan t estifies to St. Patrick's
fame.
"Inky" swears off- What?
E vening's entertainment: CelticRosenblums plus U D , Bunch ,
Ushers, etc.
Notice: The following may leave
the campus.
Did Johnson go home from work
last nite?
Adams writes his 149th letter.

APR I G ? :ti

APRIL
7.
13.
22.
2 5.

A R eal baseba ll opener: Dayton 4
M iami 2.
Nolan leaves with his clean shirt.
Didn't Brennan get those subscriptions in yet?
Contracts for L ibrary Building let.

MAY
I.
4.
5.

6.
12.
15 .
24.
25.
28.
30.

Grea t Caesar' More tests.
E vening out. Murphy visits on
Brown St.
N ever say die " T ex"- You'll get
her yet .
E xtras needed for the movies.
Herkenhoff applies.
R esults of Wednesday night show
up .
0. Hollenbach discourses on the
advantages of skin-less sausages.
Usual Rush on Chem Lab for
hootch tests.
Senior Farewell! Oh m y! What a
night.
Wesleyan ball tossers meet the
F lyers
E ngraving contracts fo r ' 28 Daytonian s igned.

II

JUNE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

Busy days for the Seniors .
E xams complet ed.
N ever can get a cap and gown to fit .
End of cafeteria arguments between Retter a nd Reboulet.
Fortune patiently awa its the graduation.
Au Revior, C lassmates. Best of
luck an d g ive em -??- If- !
C ampus is depopulated.
The whole gang h as gone and done
it.
Oh! McClellan's off to Cornell.
R est cure begun by the facu lty.
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THE "WISE-CRACKER"
If as you have paged thru this volume you have tried to find fault with the writing, a rt,
photos, etc., I feel that you have been disappointed, but now perhaps your di ligent efforts will be
rewarded for if you call this humor, then Will Rogers is a perfect flop .

*

*

*

It is always customary in a ll t he best Annuals to take a parting crack at the poor Frosh,
and, being a perfect exception to the general ru le we will do the same.
A party of Freshmen were lounging in front of Alumni Hall not so very long ago when one
chap spoke up thusly, .. I hear that we are going to have a new concret e entrance to the schoo 1
grounds next yea r," Joe Schiltz, a lias Joe Ghost up an:! sayeth , "Yea verily, lad, the senior class
have decided to use their heads."

*

* *

Should you be riding in a street car during an electrical storm it is always practicable to move
up toward the front of the car so as to be n ear the motor-man as he is a non conductor.
* * *
Our conception of a perfect cut up is that of a lady barber shaving a man when a mouse run
across the shop.

*

*

*

*

just because a fellow is a prince is no sign that you should have the ambition to crown h im
We have reached the conclu sion that if a good many of the boys here ever decide to get mar ried that they should burn the letters they wrote to the girl of their dreams before the knot is
tied. 'vVe wouldn't want the wills they leave behind contested on the ground of insanity .
* * *
We did have an idea of writing a ten page thesis on "Why College Students Suicide," bu t
after t hinking the matter over, decided t hat after we turned t he thing out, and t he first page was
read , that we wou ld not have to worry about shooting ourselves. There would be too many looking for us, so we won·t write it.

* *

He-" I love you. You a re the most perfect creatu re in the whole wide universe. You are
wonderful. You are the d esire and the object of my dreams, my light, my hope, and my amb ition.
I would fight armies and conquer the world for you. I would lay down my very li fe for you. Will
you be mine ?
She_:·oo you like me, dear?"
The above is an exact happening. We withhold names. If you would find a solut ion for such
a problem in case the same ever confronts you see Bergan before he sta rts up in the life saving
business again.
* * *
Some people have the idea that college students a re a pathetic bunch, due to the fact that t hey
touch their people so much.

* * *

In reading over one o f the famous 0. 0. Mcintyre articles, we noticed t hat h e said, "that
wh en a bunch of college boys come into a night club, he unconsciously sits on the edge of his chair
and toys with the neck of the table water bottle." How some people do m isunderstand the poor
boys, yet we remember that 0. 0. once said that in his own home town he carried off the belle in
spite of the fact that a bunch of ukelele hounds spent the summer serenading her. Live and let
live old boy.

*

*

There is a mistaken idea prevalent in the world that college studen ts do not have any fun
a t college, but they do. Take my roommate a nd [ for examp le. In the evening we tell jokes,
read the funnies and then play checkers or casino, (now he is only 50,000 games ahead of me).
Then there are Nolan and H ollenbach as a more specific example. What could be sweeter than
the charming way in which those two get along? Do we have fun' Well ask us.

* * *

Never could understand why some of the fellows that wear four in hand ties persist in tying
them into such big knots. This practice seems to have been started by t he pre-medics, yet we
notice that H erbison's taste is now running to big knots, and on top of that he blossoms forth
with a brilliant red tie. We could go much further but then enough is enough.
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Aubrey Strosnider used barbed wire for his aeria l so t he bird would not interfere with the
programs.

* * *

Since the recent discovery that fish can hea r we now understand why golf has become such
a popula r game.

* * *

A little advice to the commerce men. Do not try to become wheat speculators, the market
may go against your grain.

* *
Hug-" You remind me a lot of Abraham Lincoln."
Belanich- " Do you think so?"
Hug_: 'Yes, you have t he same kind of eye brows."

* *
And they called him the phantom player because the coach couldn't see him.

* * *
P ettinger-" Why do you call your girl a wood nymph ?"
Conoboy-" Because she's a little knotty."

* * *
Our idea of a stingy girl is one who will not use perfume on a windy day.

* * *

Carolan- " Wha t's your chief worry?"
T easda le_:· Money.··
Carolan-" I didn't know you had any."
Abe-" I haven't."

* * *

If two girls use a box of powder together would you call it a compact?

*

* *

Should any of the students take a trip across the big pond this summer to avoid seasickness
we advise them to-bolt their food down.

* * *
College is the one real p lace in which to thoroughly enjoy spring fever. Here you have the
finest of beds and then for one week t he military corps furnished a band to help lull you to sleep. I
tell you boys that are leaving us that you will sure miss this next spring.

* * *
This section of the book seems to be the most logical place in which to offer advice to the boys
who are leaving, but the time for t ha t does not arrive until June fifth so we wi ll pass it up. T hough
we sincerely say, without any reservations, tha t if we printed it here it would bear much fruit.
You know, the ha rd world, work hard, etc. etc. Then in la ter years write a big piece for the
American Magazine on how, as a grad of this institution, I made a fortune taking the grainy particles out of peanut butter, or raising podless peas, or taking the black skin off canned salmon,
or inventing an oleomargarine that resembled butter a little more than it does a poor grade of
axle grease, or how I successfully turned a bankrupt axle grease foundry into a paying proposition
putting out oleo.

* * *
Boys do not fear. The rhubarb tradition will be carried on as before. As I gaze out m y
window I see the sta lks coming on bigger and stronger than ever, we shall carry on even tho you
a re gone.

* * *
W ell Military W eek is now about over, so to be in order with things I will a lso spike my guns.
If you enjoy reading t hese pages let t he Ed. know about it. I'm too busy taken up with the Latin
American situation and the coming election to want to know anything about it. I'll say as a
parting shot that it looks like Smith, so if you want to keep cool now you'll have to do it with ice .

* * *
As I look over t his and then t hink back over some of the things I have read in the Pessimist, I
regret that I wrote what I did. But then we a ll cannot come from Illini or have that sparkling
sense of humor. So bea r with us and be patient. Perhaps with age, li ke many other raw
a rticles, we may improve, then after coming out of bond we may have the touch or the taste that
tells. In matters like this not every four out of five have it.
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to your careful
attention
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,l'/ emor}' hrighte11s o'er th e past,
As when the sun concealed
B ehind some cloud !Ital nPar 11s hangs,
Shines 011 a distant field.

Perhaps it is well that human nature
deplores the present and glorifies the
past. In idle moments it is comforting
to permit the mind t.o shine back on
distant fields of pleasant experiences
Thus, this memory book will serve you
and prove the sou rce of rea l future
pleasure. For Stafford combmes these
elements with the artistry, the quality
and the workmanship which entitle it
to bear the phrase .. .
Engraved by Stafford

STAFFORD
ENGRAVING COMPANY
Educational Enaraving D ivision

Staffo rd Bui ld ing
India n apolis
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University of Dayton
(Formerly St. Marys College)

Dayton, Ohio

A Boarding and Day School for Young
Men under the Direction of the
Society of Mary
College of Law
College of Liberal Arts
College of General Science
College of Education
College of Engineering
Electrical
Chemical
Civil
Mechanical
College of Commerce and Finance
Pre-Medical Course
School of Sociology
Evening College Courses
Mt. St. John Normal School
College Preparatory
Reserve Officers Training Corps

Alumni HalL a new Dormitory Building. with accommodations for 170 Boarding Students, was
Opened in September, 1q24,

Very Rev. Bernard P . O'Reilly, S. M., President
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The Danis-Hunt Co.
General Contractors
Dayton, Ohio

Some Contracts undertaken or completed the past season :
Big F our Freight House Completed.
Addition to Duro Pump Mfg., Building Completed
Gibbons Hotel Annex Completed
Liggett Building Foundations Completed
Wright Field Craneway Foundations Completed
Wright Field Laboratory Building Completed
Holy Angels Church Completed
Delco-Light Tunnel Completed
Delco-Light Wood Mill Addition Completed
Delco-Light Acetylene Building Completed
Delco-Light Boiler House Addition Completed
Delco-Light Coal Handling Enclosure Completed
Lincoln Junior High School
Notre Dame Girls High School
C. H. & D. Sub-Station at Carrmonte
,C. H . & D . Sub-Station at Miamisburg _
C" H. & D. Sub-Station at Franklin
C. H. & D. Sub-Station at Elk Creek
C. H . & D. Sub-Station at Williamsdale
C. H. & D . Sub-Station at Hamilton
C. H. & D. Sub-Station at Pleasant Run

t
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In Dayton the Bank for You
Is one of strong pos1t1on both of
capital, resources and management.
The Dayton Savings & Trust Co., is
such a bank, and, as such, invites
your business.

The Dayton Savings &
Trust Company
E very body's Bank

Branches
Ri ve rd ale
Da y ton Vi ew

E ast Da y ton
N orth Dayton
Dayton, Ohio

This photograph is of you,
won't you have one made
of yourself for her?

Make an appointment with

SMITH'S
STUDIO
I

6 East Fourth Street
Dayton, Ohio
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0' Shea Jerseys
Used by all leading colleges and universities
throughout the country, because of their
lasting qualities and pleasing appearance

U. of D. Teams
O'Shea Equipped

O'Shea Knitting Mills
2414 North Sacramento Ave.

Chicago, Illinois

Red Wing Ice Cream
Is made from fresh sweet cream received daily, direct
from the dairy farm.
Special Brick, Individual Moulds, Spumoni, Baked
Alaska and Fancy Ice Cream and Sherbet for any occasion
Soda in all assorted flavors.

The Red Wing Corp. Co.
7 48 S. Main St.
Garfield 2206-2207-2208
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Intensify Your Power

11

I
T he amount of money a person saves
is not half as importan t as the habit of
putting aside certa in sums regula rl y.
This association welcom es your account,
whether la rge or sma ll, It a lso places
back of you , experience covering nearly
forty years t o safegua rd your future.
1,

I

W hen you join with us t he comm un ity
ben efits, you prosper and a differen t
outlook on things becomes apparent.

Miami Savings &loan (o.
'' A T

THE

C HI MES"

25 South Main Street · Da1fton , Ohio.

c~
CORNWELL
~
~

Photographer
P ortraits of Distinction

12 Nort h M ain Street
D ayton, Ohio

\?
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DRINK

HOLLENKAMP'S

''Golden Glow"
and ''Dark Crea111"
CEREAL BEVERAGES
Soda in all Assorted Flavors

The Hollenkamp Products Co.
Dayton, Ohio

Main 433

ALL MOOTS on to DAYTON
fo r the
Interna ti on al
convention

1·

of the

Fearless Order of Moot
At
Dayton

June
1to7
Initiation and Cave Meetings

ONE FOR ALL AND ALL FOR ONE UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON
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For Good Things to Eat

The

University Arcade
Cafeteria

Joseph Wiesmann, S.M.
Manager

THE

Reynolds & Reynolds Co.
Manufacturers

Tablets, Composition and
Stenographer· s
Note Books
Pads and School Papers of All Kinds

DAYTON, OHIO

l
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U. S. Government Inspection Est. No. 689

Hams

Dressed
Beef
Pork
Veal
Lamb

&
Bacon
Pure
Kettle Rendered
Lard

Sausages Luncheon- Meats, etc.

The Chas. Sucher Packing Co.
N. Western Ave., & Dakota St.,
Dayton, Ohio
Phones M 793
M 794

I

I

The Angel of destiny sprinkles the cradle of
every man with a sort of inherent greatness .
He gave Jefferson to write the Declaration
of Independence- Washington to formulate a
nation- Lincoln to save it- Roosevelt to
perpetuate it- . And yet neither Washington,
nor Jefferson, nor Lincoln, or Roosevelt
could have even touched the hem of the
garment of greatness without the background
of common men like you and me. It is a
wonderful old world.

Alvin F. Traxler,
Pres. Buckingham's Clothing Co .
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BANKING IS ESSENTI AL--No community these days could well advance without
the help of organized banking.
T he "City" banks with six strong branch banks, are
extending service of a high order.

CITY

~~01~~JSAVINGS

BANK
T hi rd and Ma in

" Under the Clock"

Najal Fa mil y Remedies

Prescriptions F illed

Complete L in e Of

Drugs, Sundries &. Toil et Articles

CARPENTER'S DRUG STORE
L , 0 . CARPENTER, Propriet0r

Agency Red W ing Ice Crea m
93 5 Brown Street

Garfield 4292

Comp liments of

The Advance Foundry Co .

..

THE HERMES
i:i

_.

a KNUGE CO.

Ideas, Drawings.layouts, Photographing,
Zinc Etchings, Halftones.
Sixth Floor Dye Bldg. 1J9 S.Mainat Firth

Gal'field 3902 - - Dayton, Ohio

I

l
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Compliments of

DAYTON COUNCIL No. 500
Knights of Columbus

If It's Dry Cleaning
Call

Young's

~

Dry Cleaners

1231 So. Brown

1921 N. Main

Garfield 1523

Lincoln 302

G. W. Shroyer & Company
a complete line of the highest grade

Photograph Supplies, Sporting Goods, and
Camp Equipment
13 5 North Main St.- 14 West First St.
Dayton, Ohio

A. NEWSALT
Good Watches

Fine Diamonds

Main and Fourth Streets

DAYTON, OHIO
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Make the "Y" your Headquarters

Gym - Pool - Bowling - Good Friends
Members enjoy many fine privileges

The Young Men's Christian Association

HOWARD KEYES
General Insurance
Dayton Savings Building
Dayton, Ohio

Main 2300

The Inter Cities Coach Company
Hourly service to Dayton, Memorial Park, Vandalia,
and Ginghamsburg
Dixie, Troy, Piqua, Midway, Sidney
Comfort- Courtesy- Dependability
UNION BUS STATION
129 West Second

Main 1243

The Finke Engineering Co.
Engineers and Contractors
Steam Shovel Work

Concret e Work

Street Paving-Sewers
Dayton, Ohio

l
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The P. M. Harman Company
Carpeting, Rugs, Draperies, Wall Papers,
Frescoing, Furniture, Etc.
110-112 North Main Street

Main 95

Main 95

ACME TAXICABS
Day and Night Service
All Seven-Passenger Closed Cars
Also Day and Night Auto Park
125 West Fifth Street

Day t on, Ohio

Val Hegman

Repairing of all kinds

VAL HEGMAN
Dealer and Manufacturer of

Harness, Trunks, Bags, and Suit Cases
Trunks and Sample work a specialty
13 5 East Third Street
Garfield 2280

Dayton, Ohio

The Dayton Fire Door Co.
Manufacturers

Kalamein-Doors, Trim, Smoke Screens, Elevator
Enclosures, Tin-Clad Doors and Automatic
Hardware
Da yton , Ohio
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Come to Headquarters for

ATHLETIC GOODS

The Miller-Weigand Company
Dayton, Ohio

0, Boy! See our line of shaker sweaters

Compliments of

Servis Restaurant
33-35 West Second Street
Dayton, Ohio
Frank B uh!

George Servis

JOE SPATZ BAKERY
Eagle and Mad River Streets
Garfield 4899

The Best in Baked Goods

The Green Mill
Floridis & Stefan
Dayton's Foremost Confectione ry
and Luncheonette
16 N. Main St.
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Opposite Court Ho use

l
-J

P hone Garfield 578

ARCHIE SCHERER COMPANY
Successors to SHERER-DAUM COMPANY

OFF ICE FURN ITURE AND EQU IPMENT

"Art Metal" and "Lyon" p roducts. Filing cabinets, D esks,
Safes, Steel Lockers, Shelving, Storage Cabinets, also a complet e
line of Wood D esks and Chairs
Dayton, Ohio

340 South Main Street

1873

54 years

1927

Hollencamp's
Headquarters

Buy Your

GROCERIES

Suits, Ready-to-Wear
or Made-to-Measure

from

Schaper Bros.

Hats, Caps, Furnishings, Uniforms,
U. S. Army Equipm ent
Popular Prices
Your Welcome
13 S. Jefferson Street
Dayton, Ohio

535 Salem Avenue

Harry Sch mitz

Westinghouse Batteries
B uilt by the same o rganization that
gave the world the air-brake and
electric railway signals

Louis H ausch

The S.-R . Bakery
B read and Cakes at all t imes

G. & H. Sales Co.

"Betty Ann bread is delicious,
as it came from fields of dew.
Are you suspicious?
The bread I have for you ...

Distributors
515 Warren St. at Forake.r
Dayton, Ohio

East 1303

12 11 Xeni11 Ave .

For

Battesy and Radio
Service

NEMESROH'S

come to the

Battery & Radio Serv ice
Company
6 19 Salem A venu e

l
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H. ). Osterfeld Co.

Schellhaas
Drug Store

Engireers and
Contractors
In

Dayton's La rgest Toil et
Goods Counter

Plumbing, Heating Ventilating,
and Power Piping

533 Salem Ave.

Geo. A. Gnau
Carl L. Luehrs
Frank P. Elardo

Compliments of

G. E. L.
Electric Company

Sterling Jewelry Co.
Dayton's Pioneer Credit Jewelers

Lighting Specialists, Engineers,
and Contractors
11 W . First St.

6 East 5th St.
Dayton, Ohio

Dayton , Ohio

Hearty Congratu lations
to the
Graduates of '27

Pharmaceuticals

Chemica ls

The Westerfield
Pharmacal Co.

L. M. Prince Co.

Laboratory Supp li es

Opticians
25 East Second Street
117 So. L udlow

Dayton , Ohio

Dayton, Ohio

Six and One-fifth per cent
P aid on Stock D eposits

Dayton RR Brand

Six per cent interest guaranteed on time
certificates. Interest and Dividends from
date. Assets, five and one-half million
dollars.

White, Sport and Ath let ic
Cloth ing

The Dayton Building
and Sav ings Association

The Roehm-Roehm Co.
Manufacturers

Offices: 18 E. Fourth St ., Dayton, Ohio
Wm. D. Huber, President
Allen C. McDona ld, Secretary

224 W. Fifth St.
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Dayton, Ohio

Buy
D ayton M ade Products
"Help D ayton Progress"

The Beringer
Printing Company
For Better Printing

REI CHERT'S
WHOLESALE
BAKERY

Dickey Bldg.,

P ies-Cakes-Rolls-Cookies
P ast ries

124 E. T h ird St.

Our Specialty
Whole Wheat and R ye Bread

Best W ishes to

Supensky Oil Co.

Graduates of C lass of '27
D istributors of

Gem City
Ice Cream Co.

New Navy Gas a nd
Penn O ils
F irst & Keowee Streets

.. 26 years in Dayton"

Dayton , Ohio

A re you planning for a vacation ?

Com pliments of

We a re d istributors for Umbrella , P oleless,
and Lean-to T ents, American Ideal Ca mp
Stove, genuine "Gold Medal" Camping
F urniture

O'Donnell Bros.
PRINTERS

Day ton Awning
and Tent Co.

706-708 E. Fifth St.
Lee R . H ooper, Prop.
Garfield 1534

Dayton, Ohio

105 E. Second

Com plim ents of

The
Golden
Pheasant

Frigidiare
Corporation
Subsid iary, Genera l Motors

I 0 South Main St.

Corporation
CANDY

D ayton, Oh io

Complete
Confectiona ry

.. Keeps Food-Colder-Better-Longer"
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Light
Lunches

DR. F. ) . GAYNOR,

L. ) . DEGER, DD.S.

DENT IST
Suite 820 Fidelity Medical Bldg ,
829 South Brown St.
Dayton, Ohio

Dayton, Oh io

H ENRY L. BE IGEL

SAMUEL S MA R K HAM

of

Attorney-at-Law

NOLAN & BE IGEL
800 Callahan Bank B ldg.

316-3 18 M ut ua l Home Bldg. ,
Instructor of

Inst ructor of

Bi lls & Notes-Su retyship and
Quiz Master

Torts, Evidence, Bai lments
and Car riers

Com p limen ts of

JOHN C. SHEA
Attorney at Law

Congratulat ions
C lass of
'27
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. THE ETERNAL ZS.

• CHOLLEY YOUN& ..
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